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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Research purpose and objectives 

The purpose of the studies reported here is to assess the implementation of the new identification 
requirements, as applied in the federal by-elections held in the electoral districts of Toronto Centre, 
Willowdale, Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River (Desnethé) and Vancouver Quadra on March 17, 
2008. More specifically, the objective of the surveys was to provide input on the following key 
issues: 
 

• Voter satisfaction with the new identification requirements;  
• The impact of the new voter identification requirements on the flow at the polls;  
• Voter satisfaction with the implementation of the new voter identification requirements; 
• The efficiency of the advertising, media and outreach campaign regarding the new voter 

identification requirements; 
• Elections officers’ satisfaction with the preparation and training they received in order to 

implement the new voter identification requirements; and 

• Whether the training provided enable election workers to efficiently apply the new 
procedures. 

 

Key findings 

The following summarizes key findings from the research. The summary integrates findings from 
the survey of electors and the survey of elections officers. Where appropriate, key differences by 
electoral district are highlighted, as are differences between the current findings and those from the 
surveys of electors and elections officers conducted following the September 17, 2007, by-elections 
(the first time the new identification requirements were implemented). 
 

Communications activities 

• In terms of the communications vehicles that were targeted to households, about seven in ten 
electors recall receiving the Voter Information Card (VIC). Three-quarters of voters report 
that they brought the card to the polling station. About one in five recall receiving the VIC 
recall messaging regarding the new ID requirements, although few can recall the exact 
requirements. 
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•  Four in ten recall receiving the householder, with about one in five recalling any messaging 
regarding the new ID requirements. Despite low recall of messaging, more than eight in ten 
consider the householder information to be clearly communicated. 

 
• The mass media campaign used to communicate the new identification requirements for the 

by-elections included newspaper and radio ads. Just under four in ten recall the newspaper ad, 
while three in ten recall the radio ad. Recall of messaging around the new voter identification 
requirements is low for both media. 

 

Awareness of and attitudes toward voter ID requirements 

• Nine in ten voters were aware of the new voter identification requirements before they went 
to vote. Prior awareness of the new requirements is significantly lower in Desnethé (74%). 
For the other three districts, awareness is as high or higher than that seen for the September 
2007 by-elections. The VIC is the most commonly cited source of awareness of the new 
requirements. 

 
• More than nine in ten voters who knew about the new requirements prior to voting consider 

themselves to have been well-informed about how to identify themselves for the by-election, 
with two-thirds reporting they felt very well-informed. Desnethé voters were less likely to 
feel very well-informed (53%).  

 
• More than nine in ten among those who went to the polling station had a positive attitude 

regarding the requirement that electors prove their identity when voting, with three-quarters 
having a very positive attitude. This latter proportion is higher than that seen in the survey of 
electors following the September 2007 by-elections. 

 
• Only four percent of those who did not vote feel that this was in any way related to the new 

identification requirements, a proportion identical to that seen in the September 2007 by-
elections. In Desnethé, however, this proportion rises to ten percent. 

 

Effects of new ID requirements on voting process 

• More than eight in ten voters feel that the new ID requirements did not have any negative 
impact on the amount of time required to vote, with fewer than one in twenty reporting that 
voting took a lot longer. This is a similar result to that seen for the September 2007 by-
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elections. Desnethé voters are more likely to report that voting took longer (22%) as a result 
of the implementation of the new identification requirements. 

 
• Compared to electors, elections officers were more likely to see a negative effect of the new 

requirements on the efficiency of the voting process. Even so, a majority feel that the new 
requirements did not slow down voting and only 10 percent saw a significant impact, usually 
only during peak periods. 

 
• As was the case for the September 2007 by-elections, more than nine in ten voters in the 

March 2008 by-elections report no difficulties at the polls related to the new voter 
identification requirements. 

 
• In terms of information resources at the polls, four in ten voters (up from 33% for the 

September 2007 by-elections) recall seeing the poster at the poll explaining the three 
identification options. Recall of the poster is highest in Desnethé. Seven in ten recall being 
greeted and instructed to prepare identification documents before being directed to the 
proper line. Desnethé voters are much less likely to recall this (57%). 

 
• The vast majority of voters (96%) report having the correct identification documents with 

them at the poll; this proportion is somewhat lower (90%) in Desnethé. About eight in ten 
voters used a driver’s license as identification, a level similar to that seen for the September 
2007 by-elections. Use of health or hospital cards as ID is lower than that seen for the 
September 2007 by-elections, while use of a Canadian passport is higher. Of note is the fact 
that almost one in five voters mentioned using the VIC as a form of identification (although 
only 2% report using the VIC alone as ID). This is much higher than the five percent who 
mentioned trying to use the VIC for the September 2007 by-elections. 

 

Assessment of new identification requirements 

• A majority of nearly nine in ten (87%) election officers feel that the identification of voters 
proceeded well in the March 2008 by-elections. Although high, this majority is slightly lower 
than in the September 2007 by-elections, when 94 of election officers said voter identification 
went well. 

  
• At least three-quarters of election officers in all districts except Desnethé say that electors’ 

reaction to the new identification requirements was generally favourable, and at least seven in 
ten in all districts except Desnethé feel that electors were well-informed of these new 
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requirements. In Desnethé, just four in ten (41%) election officers say that electors’ reactions 
were favourable or that electors seemed well-informed about them (44%).  

 
• Three in ten (29%) election officers had experienced problems in identifying voters in the 

recent by-elections. The most common problems election officers report include electors 
having inappropriate (or outdated) pieces of identification or lacking them.  

 
• Most information officers dealt with at least one elector who arrived to vote without 

identification documents, with seven in ten (73%) estimating that three or more electors 
arrived in this way and a further one in ten (11%) estimating either one or two. The 
remainder are unable to give an estimate.  

 
• Three-quarters of election officers say they encountered a voter during the by-elections who 

thought that a Voter Information Card could be used as a piece of identification, with 30 
percent saying this happened often and 44 percent saying it happened a few times. Roughly 
one-quarter (23%) did not encounter such a voter. This suggests lower voter awareness 
compared to the September by-elections, when 44 percent of election officers did not 
encounter any voters under the impression that the VIC could be used as ID.  

 
• Six in ten (58%) deputy returning officers did not refuse a ballot to a single voter for failing 

to meet the identification requirements. Just under one-quarter (22%) say they refused a 
ballot to one elector or two electors, and two in ten (18%) say they refused ballots to three or 
more.  

 
• Majorities of nine in ten election officers feel they received adequate training both to conduct 

the by-election and to implement the new identification requirements.  
 

Assessment of summary reports 

• Seven in ten (69%) deputy returning officers and poll clerks believe that the training they 
received provided enough information about how to fill out the summary reports used to 
record the identification provided by voters, compared to one-quarter (24%) who say it did 
not. Nevertheless, eight in ten (80%) deputy returning officers and poll clerks found the 
summary reports easy to fill out.  
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Assessment of the bingo cards 

• Roughly six in ten (63%) election officers feel that they received enough information about 
how to use the bingo cards, compared to three in ten (28%) who do not. However, a sizeable 
majority of eight in ten (80%) report that the cards were easy to use and a similar proportion 
believe they were well-implemented.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In accordance with recent amendments to the Canada Elections Act, electors are now required to 
prove their identity and address before voting. This can be done by providing either: (a) one piece of 
government-issued photo identification showing their name and address, or (b) two pieces of 
identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, each of which establishes their 
name and at least one of which establishes their address. If an elector is unable to provide the 
required documents, he or she may instead take an oath and be vouched for by another elector 
whose name is on the list of electors for the same polling division, and who has the necessary 
piece(s) of identification to establish his or her identity and address. 
 
This report summarizes two surveys designed to evaluate these new voter identification 
requirements for the March 17, 2008, by-elections in the electoral districts of Toronto Centre, 
Willowdale, Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River and Vancouver Quadra.  
 
Both surveys (survey of electors and of elections officers) utilized a quantitative methodology based 
on telephone interviews conducted between March 18 and April 16, 2008. For the survey of 
electors, a total of 3,203 interviews were conducted among a random sample of eligible voters 
(approximately 750 in each of the four districts) and an oversample of 100 eligible voters 18 to 24 
years of age in each of Toronto Centre and Vancouver Quadra. The margin of sampling error for 
the total sample is +/- 1.7 percentage points, 19 times in 20. For the individual electoral districts, the 
margin of sampling error is +/- 3.4 percentage points, 19 times in 20 (for Toronto Centre and 
Vancouver Quadra) and +/- 3.6 percentage points, 19 times in 20 (for Willowdale and Desnethé-
Missinippi-Churchill River).  
 
For the survey of elections officers, a total of 1,002 officers were interviewed by telephone (on 
average 250 in each district). The margin of sampling error for this sample is +/- 3.1 percentage 
points, 19 times in 20.  
 
This report begins with a summary of key findings and conclusions, followed by a detailed analysis 
of the survey data that covers findings for both the electors and elections officers. Where 
appropriate, subgroup differences are highlighted. Under each chart and table is listed the question 
wording and the size of the subsample (in cases where not all respondents were asked the question). 
Unless otherwise noted, all results are expressed as a percentage. 
 
For the sake of brevity, the district of Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River will be referred to as 
“Desnethé” throughout the report. 
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SURVEY OF ELECTORS – MAIN FINDINGS 
Awareness of the March 17, 2008 by-elections 
Just under nine in ten electors in the four districts were aware that a by-election took place 
on March 17, 2008. Most heard about this by-election through the media, with newspaper and 
television most commonly cited as sources of awareness.  
 
Electors were asked if they were aware that a by-election had taken place in their district in March 
2008 and how they heard about this by-election. (Recall that data collection for this study took place 
immediately following the by-elections, over the period March 18 to April 16, 2008.) 
 
Just under nine in ten electors (86%) across the four districts indicate awareness of the by-elections. 
Awareness is slightly lower in Toronto Centre (83%) than in the other districts (average of 87%). 
Awareness is also higher among males (87%, vs. 84% among females), those with a university 
education (88%, vs. 81% among those without) and working electors (87%, vs. 83% among those 
not employed). In addition, awareness of the by-elections increases with age. 
 
 

Awareness of March 2008 federal by-elections 
Electors %Yes 
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-aboriginal electors are much more likely to indicate awareness of the by-election in their district 
(87%) than are aboriginal electors (76%). Similarly, Canadian-born electors are more likely to be 
aware of the by-election (88%) than are electors born outside Canada (81%). 
 
Those aware of the by-election are most likely to cite a newspaper (41%) or TV (34%) as the source 
of this awareness. Radio (24%); the Elections Canada householder or a similar brochure or leaflet 

Total Toronto
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver
Quadra

86 83 89 87 87
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received by mail (25%); signs, billboards or posters (18%); the Voter Information Card (16%); and 
word-of-mouth (15%) were also mentioned by more than ten percent of electors aware of the by-
election in their district. 
 

Source of awareness of federal by-election 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=2,957) (n=765) (n=706) (n=691) (n=795)       
Newspaper 41 40 35 36 47 
TV 34 43 29 28 31 
Radio  24 18 19 39 22 
Elections Canada householder – 
brochure/leaflet (received in mail) 

25 31 27 22 20 

Signs/billboards/posters (various) 18 9 17 16 27 
Voter Information Card (received in the 
mail) 

16 18 18 13 15 

Word of mouth (friends, relatives, 
colleagues) 

15 14 12 17 16 

Door-to-door knocking/ in person/ 
campaigning 

10 12 13 4 9 

Flyers/mail-outs/voters card/campaign 
literature 

9 11 10 6 8 

Phone calls from political 
parties/candidates 

6 5 6 3 8 

Other 8 8 6 5 11 
dk/na 4 3 3 7 3 

Subsample: Those who knew that a federal by-election took place 

 
There are significant differences by district in sources of awareness regarding the by-elections. 
Newspaper (47%) and signs, billboards or posters (27%) are more commonly mentioned by electors 
in Vancouver Quadra than in any other district. TV is more often mentioned in Toronto Centre 
(43%) than elsewhere, while radio is more often mentioned in Desnethé (39%) than in the other 
districts. It is also interesting to note that the Elections Canada householder (or another brochure or 
leaflet received in the mail) is more commonly mentioned as a source of awareness in Toronto 
Centre (31%) and Willowdale (27%) than in Vancouver Quadra (20%) and Desnethé (22%). 
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Awareness of Elections Canada communications activities 

AWARENESS OF VOTER INFORMATION CARD 

Some seven in ten electors recall having received the Voter Information Card. Just under two 
in ten recall that the card gave information about new identification requirements. Most kept 
the card and three-quarters of those who voted brought it with them to the poll.  
 
Electors were asked if they were aware of the various types of Elections Canada communications 
surrounding the March 2008 by-elections. Electors were first asked, on an aided basis, if they 
recalled receiving the Voter Information Card. 
 
Across the four electoral districts, seven in ten electors (71%) recall having received the Voter 
Information Card. Awareness of the VIC is higher in Willowdale (79%) and Desnethé (75%) than in 
Vancouver Quadra (69%) and Toronto Centre (68%). 
 
 

Awareness of Voter Information Card 
 Electors %Yes 

March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Awareness of the VIC is higher among electors with a university education (74%, vs. 68% of those 
with less education), employed electors (73%, vs. 69% among those not working) and non-
aboriginals (72%, vs. 63% among aboriginals). Awareness of the VIC also increases with age and is 
predictably higher among those electors who voted (92%, vs. 63% of non-voters). 
 
Electors who recalled receiving the VIC were asked what information they recall from it. The large 
majority (62%) recall that the VIC contained information on where to vote. Just under four in ten 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

71 68
79 75

69
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(38%) recall that the VIC indicated when to vote, and just under two in ten (18%) recall that the 
VIC gave information regarding the fact that identification was needed at the polls. 
 

Message communication – Voter Information Card 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=2,644) (n=682) (n=656) (n=615) (n=691)       
Where to vote 62 65 60 49 67 
When to vote 38 42 38 31 39 
Need proper ID at the polls 18 18 16 14 21 
Personal information/ confirmation of 
personal info 

10 13 12 8 8 

Early/ advance polling option/ alternate 
ways to vote 

6 8 8 3 6 

Voting instructions/ process/ rules/ 
requirements 

4 5 3 2 6 

Other 10 13 9 9 7 
dk/na 26 24 28 37 22 

Subsample: Those who received a Voter Information Card 

 
Electors in Vancouver Quadra were more likely to recall the VIC providing information regarding 
the fact that IDs are required at the polls (21%) than were electors in Desnethé (14%). Just over 
one-quarter of voters (27%) also recall this message, compared to 13 percent of non-voters. Recall 
of this particular message is also higher among electors 25 years of age or older (19%, vs. 8% among 
18- to 24-year-olds), those with a university education (21%, vs. 12% of those with less education) 
and non-aboriginals (18%, vs. 9% of aboriginals).  
 
Electors were also asked, on an unaided basis, what they did with the VIC after receiving it. More 
than three-quarters of those receiving the VIC indicate having kept it (78%). Only one in ten (11%) 
indicate having discarded it. Electors in Desnethé are least likely to indicate having kept the VIC 
(69%) and most likely to indicate having thrown it away (20%). 
 
Those electors who indicated having kept the VIC were asked if they brought it to the polling 
station. Overall, four in ten electors (38%) who received the VIC indicate having brought it to the 
polling station.  
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What was done with Voter Information Card 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=2,644) (n=682) (n=656) (n=615) (n=691)       
Kept it  78 82 82 69 80 
Brought it to the poll 38 44 34 24 42 
Threw it away 11 8 10 20 8 
Other 7 7 6 5 9 
dk/na 4 4 3 7 3 

Subsample: Those who received a Voter Information Card 

 
Among those who voted, three-quarters (75%) report having brought the VIC with them when they 
went to vote. Voters in Desnethé (52%) are much less likely than those in other districts to indicate 
having brought the VIC with them to the polling station. 
 

Brought Voter Information Card to poll 
March 2008 
 Total Toronto 

Centre 
Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 

Quadra 
 (n=1,971) (n=514) (n=475) (n=413) (n=569)       
Yes 75 81 79 52 77 
No/dk/na 25 20 21 48 23 

Subsample: Voters 

 

AWARENESS OF HOUSEHOLDER 

Four in ten electors recall having received the householder sent by Elections Canada. 
Although most cannot recall any specific information from this brochure, more than eight in 
ten feel it was clearly presented. Only 14 percent of those who recall the householder kept it.  
 
Awareness of the Elections Canada householder brochure was assessed on both an unaided and an 
aided basis. 
 
Across all four districts, one-quarter of electors (24%) indicate having received the householder on 
an unprompted basis. An additional 16 percent recalled the householder after hearing a description 
of the brochure. Six in ten electors (61%) do not recall having received the householder. 
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Awareness of householder 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=3,203) (n=850) (n=751) (n=752) (n=850)       
Aware (unaided) 24 26 26 24 20 
Aware (aided) 16 17 17 15 14 
Not aware 61 57 57 61 66 

 
Unaided recall of the householder is higher in Toronto Centre and Willowdale (26% each) than in 
Vancouver Quadra (20%). Others more likely to indicate unaided awareness include voters (31%, vs. 
21% of non-voters) and electors born outside Canada (29%, vs. 22% among those born in Canada). 
Unaided awareness of the householder also increases with age (from 17% among 18- to 24-year-olds 
to 29% among those 65 and older). 
 
Although four in ten electors in the four districts recall receiving the householder, few among this 
group can recall much about the information it contained. Almost six in ten (58%) do not know 
what information the householder contained, while two in ten (20%) recall information pertaining to 
the new voter identification requirements.  
 
Vancouver Quadra electors are most likely to recall this type of information (25%), while Willowdale 
(16%) and Desnethé (16%) electors are least likely to do so.  
 

Message communication – householder 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1447) (n=420) (n=372) (n=316) (n=339)       
Need proper ID at the polls 20 20 16 16 25 
Voting instructions/ information (date, 
time, location, etc.) 

19 16 23 18 22 

Reminder to vote 5 5 4 3 6 
Profile of candidates/ agendas/ goals/ 
advertisement 

3 5 2 3 2 

Other 2 4 1 1 2 
dk/na 58 59 60 65 53 

Subsample: Those who remember receiving by mail a flyer from Elections Canada 
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Despite the fact that most electors who recall the householder cannot recall any specific information 
from it, the vast majority (85%) believe the information in the householder was presented clearly, 
with 33 percent indicating that the information in the householder was very clearly presented. These 
proportions do not vary markedly across population subgroups. 
 

 
Clarity of householder information 
Electors  %Yes 
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, 14 percent of those recalling the householder indicate having kept it. This proportion does 
not vary significantly by district or among voters vs. non-voters; however, aboriginal electors are 
more likely to indicate having kept the householder (29%, vs. 13% of non-aboriginals). 
 

AWARENESS OF ELECTIONS CANADA NEWSPAPER AD 

Just under four in ten electors can recall the Elections Canada newspaper ad. More than four 
in ten cannot recall any information from the ad and only three percent recall that the ad 
described the ID requirements at the polling station.  
 
Awareness of the Elections Canada newspaper ad was assessed on both an unaided and an aided 
basis. 
 
Across the four electoral districts, about one-quarter of electors (23%) recall the Elections Canada 
newspaper ad on an unaided basis. Unaided awareness is higher among voters (32%, vs. 20% among 
non-voters) and increases with age. An additional 15 percent of electors can recall the newspaper ad 
after hearing a description. 
 
 
 

Very
clear

Clear Unclear Very 
unclear

dk/na

33

52

6 1
8
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Awareness of newspaper ad 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=3,203) (n=850) (n=751) (n=752) (n=850)       
Aware (unaided) 23 24 23 26 21 
Aware (aided) 15 16 15 14 14 
Not aware 62 60 62 60 65 

 
 
The most commonly recalled information elements from the newspaper ad relate to voting 
instructions or information (36%) and candidate profiles or other party- or candidate-specific 
information (11%). Only 10 percent recall that the newspaper ad informed electors that they need to 
show identification documents at the polls. More than four in ten (42%) cannot recall any 
information from the newspaper ad. 
 
 

Message communication – newspaper ad 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé 
 

Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=920) (n=251) (n=223) (n=222) (n=224)       
Voting instructions/ information (date, 
time, location, etc.) 

36 38 44 28 36 

Profile of candidates/ agendas/ goals/ 
advertisement 

11 10 6 18 11 

Reminder to vote 11 11 10 10 11 
Need proper ID at the polls 10 8 7 10 13 
Other 6 6 5 6 6 
dk/na 42 43 42 44 38 

Subsample: Those who recall seeing an Elections Canada newspaper advertisement 
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AWARENESS OF ELECTIONS CANADA RADIO AD 

Three in ten electors can recall the Elections Canada radio ad. The most commonly recalled 
information element from the ad is the date of the election. Four percent recall that the ad 
described the ID requirements at the polling station.  
 
Awareness of the Elections Canada radio ad was also assessed on both an unaided and an aided 
basis. 
 
Two in ten electors in the four districts (21%) recall the Elections Canada radio ad on an unaided 
basis, a lower level of unaided recall than that seen for the newspaper ad. Unaided awareness of the 
radio ad is higher among electors in Desnethé (34%) than in any other district. Unaided awareness is 
also higher among voters (24%, vs. 19% among non-voters), electors with less than a university 
education (24%, vs. 19% among the university-educated), aboriginal electors (37%, vs. 20% among 
non-aboriginals) and electors who were born in Canada (22%, vs. 17% among foreign-born 
electors). 
 

Awareness of radio ad 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=3,203) (n=850) (n=751) (n=752) (n=850)       
Aware (unaided) 21 17 21 34 17 
Aware (aided) 9 8 8 10 10 
Not aware 70 75 72 57 73 

 
 
An additional nine percent of electors can recall the newspaper ad after hearing a description, for a 
total recall of 30 percent. Total recall of the radio ad is higher among electors 45 and older (33%, vs. 
27% among those under the age of 45). 
 
The most commonly recalled information elements from the radio ad are instruction or information 
about the election itself (mentioned by 40% of those recalling the ad), a reminder or enticement to 
vote (16%) and a profile of the candidates (12%). Twelve percent recall that the radio ad mentioned 
that they needed identity cards in order to vote. Just over one-third (35%) cannot recall any 
information from the radio ad. 
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Message communication – radio ad 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=761) (n=157) (n=176) (n=265) (n=163)       
Voting instructions/ information (date, 
time, location, etc.) 

40 39 52 38 34 

Reminder/ enticement to vote 16 18 15 16 16 
Profile of candidates/ agendas/ goals/ 
advertisement 

12 8 15 21 6 

Need proper ID at the polls 12 9 11 11 16 
Other 3 4 4 3 2 
dk/na 35 37 30 32 39 

Subsample: Those who recall hearing an Elections Canada radio ad 
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The voting experience 

VOTING IN MARCH 2008 BY-ELECTIONS 

Overall, three in ten electors indicate having voted in the March 2008 by-elections. Among 
voters, close to nine in ten voted at the polling station on Election Day; one in ten used an 
advance poll.  
 
Electors were asked if they voted in the March 2008 by-election. Those who indicated having voted 
were then asked a number of questions regarding their voting experience. In particular, voters were 
asked their awareness of and attitudes towards the new voter identification requirements and how 
these requirements affected the voting experience. 
 
On an unweighted basis, just over six in ten among the electors surveyed across the four districts 
(62%) indicate having voted. This is a much higher proportion than the actual turnout in the four 
districts (maximum of 34% in Vancouver Quadra; overall average of 29%).  
 
This finding is common among surveys on voting behaviour; voters are disproportionately likely to 
participate in such surveys. For this reason, weighting by actual voter turnout was applied to these 
data: the sample for each district was weighted to match actual voter turnout. As shown in the graph 
below, three in ten (29%) electors across the four districts indicate having voted and participation 
increases with age. Although the same age trend is seen in all four districts, participation among 18- 
to 24-year-olds is particularly low in Desnethé and Willowdale (7%, vs. 25% overall turnout in both 
districts).  
 
 

Voted in March 2008 by-election 
 Electors %Yes 

March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The weighted data show that those more likely to indicate having voted include electors with a 
university education (31%, vs. 26% among those with less education), non-aboriginals (30%, vs. 
20% of aboriginals) and those not currently employed (33%, vs. 27% of employed electors). 

Total 18 to 24 25 to 44 45 to 64 65 plus

29
18

24
34

42
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The vast majority of voters (89%) did so at the polling station on Election Day. One in ten (10%) 
voted at an advance poll. Only two percent indicate having voted at the returning officer’s office 
(1%) or by mail (1%). 

 
Where voted 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1971) (n=514) (n=475) (n=413) (n=569)       
At the polling station on election day 89 92 91 89 85 
At the advance polling station (or in 
advance of poll) 

10 7 8 9 13 

At the returning officer’s office 1 1 1 1 2 
By mail 1 1 1 1 1 

Subsample: Those who voted at the March 17, 2008, by-election 
 
Those most likely to report using an advance poll to vote include voters in Vancouver Quadra 
(13%), those 45 or older (13%, vs. 5% among those under 45) and those not currently employed 
(12%, vs. 8% among employed electors). 
 
Those who did not vote most often cite a lack of time or absence from the district on Election 
Day. Only four percent indicate the new identification requirements were a factor in their not 
voting.  
 
Those who did not vote were asked why. The most common reasons cited are a lack of time 
(mentioned by 23% of non-voters) and being away on Election Day (19%). About one in ten cite an 
unspecified lack of information (11%), while nine percent indicate a lack of awareness of the issues. 
Physical limitations and a sense of disillusionment (each mentioned by 6%) are the only other 
factors mentioned by more than five percent of non-voters. There are relatively few noteworthy 
subgroup differences in reasons for not voting. Older electors are more likely to cite physical 
limitations and are more likely to have been away on Election Day. Younger electors (particularly 
those under 25) were most likely to say they were working or busy. 
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Reasons for not voting 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1,218) (n=334) (n=275) (n=330) (n=279)       
No time/ was working/ busy 23 22 33 21 18 
Was away/ on vacation on Election Day 19 18 17 20 21 
Lack of information 11 14 8 7 14 
Do no know who to vote for/ what the 
issues are/ no interest 

9 9 12 8 10 

Physical limitation/ illness/ age 6 6 5 6 8 
Doesn’t make any difference/ 
disillusionment/ nothing will change 

6 6 7 6 4 

Forgot 5 6 3 6 5 
Do not know where to vote/ not 
registered 

5 5 3 6 5 

Lack of proper documentation/ID/ didn’t 
have VIC 

4 4 1 7 2 

Other 7 6 7 8 7 
dk/na 5 6 4 4 7 

Subsample: Those who did not vote in the March 17, 2008, by-elections 

 
Non-voters were specifically asked if their non-voting was related in any way to the new voter 
identification requirements. Only four percent indicate that this was the case. (The same proportion 
was observed in the survey conducted after the September 2007 by-elections.) This proportion rises 
to one in ten (10%) among non-voters in Desnethé. 

 
 

Not voting related to new identification requirements 
Electors %Yes 
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

4 4 1

10

2
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AWARENESS OF NEW VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Nine in ten voters were aware of the new voter ID requirements before they went to vote, with 
voters in Desnethé much less likely to indicate prior awareness. The VIC, the householder 
and the newspaper are most commonly cited as sources of awareness.  
 
Those who voted were asked if they were aware before they went to vote that voters must present a 
proof of identity AND a proof of address in order to vote in a federal election. 
 
Across the four districts, nine in ten (90%) indicate that they were aware of the new ID 
requirements prior to heading out to vote. This level of awareness is only slightly lower than that 
observed for the September 2007 by-elections (92%). This is due to the fact that awareness of the 
new voter ID requirements is much lower in Desnethé (74%) than in any of the other districts 
(average of 93%). Among the other three districts, a minimum of 93 percent of voters were aware of 
the new ID requirements before they went to the polls.  
 

Awareness of new ID requirements prior to voting 
 Voters     %Yes 

March 2008 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Among those who voted, prior awareness of the new voter ID requirements is higher among non-
aboriginals (92%, vs. 68% of aboriginals) and among those with a university education (92%, vs. 
87% of those with less education). 
 
A number of sources of information were cited when those with prior awareness of the new voter 
ID requirements were asked where they recalled hearing about them. The most commonly cited 
source of information about the new requirements was the VIC (mentioned by 31%). The Elections 
Canada householder is cited as a source of this information by 21 percent, with a slightly smaller 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

90 93 96

74

93
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proportion (17%) citing the newspaper. Radio is mentioned by 11 percent, as is general prior 
knowledge (i.e., “already knew”). 
 

Source of information about new voter identification requirements 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1,757) (n=477) (n=451) (n=301) (n=528)       
Voter Information Card (received in the mail) 31 30 34 24 31 
Elections Canada householder / reminder 
card / brochure / leaflet 

21 23 20 19 21 

Newspaper 17 15 13 19 19 
Radio 11 8 9 20 11 
Past experience/ common sense/ already 
knew 

11 14 14 3 9 

Word of mouth (friends, relatives, colleagues) 9 4 5 25 10 
TV 8 9 7 10 7 
Non Elections Canada flyers / mail-outs / 
campaign literature 

4 2 6 3 5 

When I voted 3 4 4 5 2 
Other 10 9 10 13 10 
Dk/na 14 17 15 7 15 
Subsample:  Those who voted or tried to vote at the March 17, 2008, by-election and knew before that they must 

present proof of identity and address 

 
There are interesting patterns of subgroup differences regarding sources of information about the 
new voter ID requirements. Voters in Desnethé are relatively more likely to cite radio (20%) and 
word-of-mouth (25%) as sources of information than are those in other districts, and they are 
relatively less likely to cite the VIC (24%) and general prior knowledge (3%). Voters aged 18 to 24 
are relatively more likely than older voters to cite word of mouth (27%) and are relatively less likely 
to cite the VIC (22%).  
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More than nine in ten voters who were aware of the new voter ID requirements before voting 
indicate that they felt well-informed about the new requirements before voting day, with two-
thirds (but only 53 percent in Desnethé) indicating they felt very well-informed.  
 
Those who voted and knew about the new voter ID requirements before voting were asked how 
well-informed they feel they were about how to identify themselves for this federal by-election. 
 
Across the four districts, more than nine in ten (92%) indicate that they felt well-informed, with 
two-thirds (67%) indicating that they were very well-informed. Voters in Vancouver Quadra are 
most likely to indicate feeling very well informed (74%), while voters in Desnethé (53%) are least 
likely to do so. Others more likely to feel very well-informed include non-aboriginal voters (68%, vs. 
51% of aboriginal voters), voters with a university education (69%, vs. 63% among those with less 
education) and voters 65 and older (76%, vs. 64% among those under the age of 65). 
 
 

Self-perception as very well-informed about new ID requirements 
Voters  % Very well-informed   
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

ATTITUDE TOWARDS NEW VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

More than nine in ten voters have a positive attitude toward the new voter ID requirements; 
however, voters in Desnethé (and aboriginal voters in general) are much less likely to be 
positive. Those against the new requirements feel they are unnecessary or inconvenient.  
 
All electors who went to vote were asked to describe their attitude toward the idea that electors must 
prove their identity when voting at a federal election. 
 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

67 65 67
53

74
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Across the four electoral districts, more than nine in ten (93%) describe their attitude toward the 
idea that electors must prove their identity when voting at a federal election as at least somewhat 
positive, with three-quarters (75%) describing it as very positive. The latter proportion is higher than 
that observed in the survey of electors following the September 2007 by-elections (68%), although 
the proportion at least somewhat satisfied is comparable (92%). 
 

Attitude toward idea that voters must prove their identity 
Voters  % Very positive    
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attitudes toward the idea that electors must establish their identity when voting at federal elections 
are noticeably less positive in Desnethé: only 53 percent of voters in this district are very positive 
toward this idea (compared to 85% in Willowdale, 78% in Vancouver Quadra and 77% in Toronto 
Centre). 
 
Voters 65 and older are more likely to have a very positive attitude toward this idea (82%, v. 73% 
among younger voters), as are those with a university education (77%, vs. 70% among those with 
less education). Conversely, aboriginal voters are markedly less likely to have a positive attitude 
toward this idea, with fewer than four in ten having a very positive attitude (37%, vs. 77% of non-
aboriginals) and about one-third having a negative attitude (32%, vs. only 5% of non-aboriginals). 
 
The small group (7% of voters) with a negative attitude toward the idea that electors must prove 
their identity when voting in a federal election were asked why they feel this way. The most 
commonly cited reasons focus on the idea that the new requirements are unnecessary, either because 
the elections staff know the voters (mentioned by 20%, or just over 1% of all voters) or because the 
VIC or registration list should be sufficient (15%, or just under 1% of voters). Just under two in ten 
(16%) cite the inconvenience of the new requirements, while 13 percent indicate the requirements 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

75 77
85

53

78
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discourage people from voting. In addition, just over one in ten (11%) indicate that they cannot 
meet the new requirements. 
 

Reasons for negative attitude towards new voter ID requirements 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=154) (n=19) (n=15) (n=99) (n=21)       
Unnecessary when the staff knows you/ 
voted previously 

20 4 8 36 - 

Inconvenient/ time-consuming process 16 4 43 17 14 
VIC/ registration list should be sufficient 15 13 29 13 16 
Discourages people/ unable to vote/ 
lesser vote counts 

13 11 - 12 21 

Don’t have identification/ civic address 11 4 3 13 14 
Didn’t carry their ID/ unaware of this 
requirement 

8 9 8 9 4 

Feeling of mistrust/ insulting 7 27 - 1 8 
Like the old working system 5 - - 4 13 
Other 7 21 3 2 9 
dk/na 8 6 9 8 9 

Subsample:  Those who have a negative attitude towards the idea that electors must prove their identity 

 

EFFECT OF THE NEW ID REQUIREMENTS ON TIME REQUIRED TO VOTE 

More than eight in ten voters indicate that the amount of time required was not affected by 
the new voter ID requirements. Voters in Desnethé are more likely to indicate a negative 
impact of the new requirements on vote times.  
 
All electors who went to vote were asked what time they went and whether the new voter 
identification requirements impacted the time required to vote. 
 
Across the four districts, the bulk of voters report going to the poll in the late afternoon and early 
evening, particularly over the 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM period (just over one-third of voters went to the 
poll during this period). Findings here are similar to those seen in the survey of electors for the 
September 2007 by-elections. Voters in Vancouver Quadra report going to the poll somewhat earlier 
than the other districts (probably due to different voting hours), while voters in Willowdale report 
going later. 
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Time of day voting took place 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1,939) (n=507) (n=468) (n=408) (n=556)       
Before 8 am 2 1 1 5 3 
Between 8 am and 9 am 4 3 1 3 7 
Between 9 am and 10 am 5 4 5 6 7 
Between 10 am and 11 am 7 8 8 5 7 
Between 11 am and noon 6 7 6 5 7 
Between noon and 1 pm 7 7 5 6 9 
Between 1 pm and 2 pm 6 6 3 9 7 
Between 2 pm and 3 pm 6 6 3 5 8 
Between 3 pm and 4 pm 6 5 4 8 7 
Between 4 pm and 5 pm 8 6 7 11 9 
Between 5 pm and 6 pm 12 14 13 13 10 
Between 6 pm and 7 pm 15 18 19 11 12 
Between 7 pm and 8 pm 7 8 14 9 2 
Between 8 pm and 9 pm 2 3 8 - * 
After 9 pm * * - - - 
dk/na 6 7 3 6 6 

* Less than 0.5 percent 
Subsample:  Those who went to vote at the polling stations on Election Day or on advance voting days 

 
 
The large majority of voters (84%) indicate that the new voter identification requirements did not 
affect the time required to vote. Only one in twenty (4%) believe that it took a lot longer to vote due 
to the new requirements and about one in ten (11%) believe voting took a little longer. These 
findings are similar to those seen in the survey of electors following the September 2007 by-
elections. Voters in Desnethé are more likely to indicate that voting took a little (15%) or a lot (7%) 
longer than are voters in the other districts. 
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Perception that time required to vote was unaffected  
by new ID requirements 

 Voters  % was not affected  
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perceptions of the effect of the new ID requirements on the amount of time required to vote were 
unrelated to the time of day that the voter went to the poll. 
 

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED AT THE POLL 

More than nine in ten voters indicate having encountered no difficulties at the polling station 
related to the new voter ID requirements and a similar number report having all necessary 
identification documents. Voters in Desnethé are more likely to report difficulties.  
 
All electors who went to vote were asked whether they encountered any difficulties at the polling 
station related to the new voter identification requirements. 
 
Across the four districts, more than nine in ten voters (93%) report no difficulties related to the new 
identification requirements. No specific problem is mentioned by more than one percent of voters. 
These findings are similar to those seen in the survey of electors following the September 2007 by-
elections. As was the case then, reports of problems are not related to the time of day the voter went 
to the poll. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

84 85 89
76

85
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Difficulties encountered at the polling station 
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1,935) (n=506) (n=468) (n=405) (n=556)       
Won’t take certain forms of ID/ unaware 
of new regulations 

1 2 2 2 1 

Insufficient documents to verify 
personal info/ address 

1 2 1 1 1 

Time-consuming 1 1 * 1 1 
Confusing/ unclear of what to do 1 1 1 * 1 
Didn’t have proper identifications/ not 
able to vote 

1 * 1 3 1 

Had to go home/ come back to get 
proper identifications 

1 * * 3 * 

Misspelled names/ not on voting list 1 1 1 1 * 
The need to vouch/ be vouched for 1 - * 1 1 
Other 1 1 1 2 1 
None 93 92 93 90 94 
dk/na 1 1 1 * 1 

* Less than 0.5 percent 
Subsample:  Those who went to vote at the polling stations on Election Day or on advance voting days 

 
Voters were also asked if they had the required identification documents with them. Virtually all 
voters did – four percent report not having the required documents. Again, this is virtually identical 
to the result reported in the survey of electors following the September 17, 2007 by-elections. 
 
Voters in Desnethé are more likely (10%) than those in the other districts (average of 2%) to report 
not having the required identification documents. There are relatively few other noteworthy 
subgroup differences; however, aboriginals are more likely to report not having the required 
identification documents (12%, versus 3% among non-aboriginals). 
 
Those voters who did not have the required identification documents with them (4% of voters) 
most often report not having a document with their address (45%, or 2% of all voters). Three in ten 
(32%, or 1% of voters) report having no identification at all, while one-quarter (23%, or 1% of 
voters) report not having a document with a photograph. 
 
Six in ten among the small group who did not have the required identification documents either 
went back home to find the missing documents (39%, or less than 2% of voters) or swore an oath 
and were vouched for (22%, or less than 1% of voters). Only about one in twenty (6%, or less than 
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one-half of one percent of voters) report not voting as a result of not having the proper ID when 
they first arrived at the poll. 
 

INFORMATION RESOURCES AT THE POLLING STATION 

Four in ten voters recall the poster displayed at the polling station explaining the 
identification options.  
 
Voters who went to the polling station or to an advance poll to vote were asked whether they 
noticed a large poster explaining the three identification options available to them. 
 
Four in ten voters (40%) across the four districts recall having seen the poster. This is higher than 
the 33 percent recall reported in the survey of electors following the September 2007 by-elections. 
Recall of the poster is highest in Desnethé (49%) and lowest in Vancouver Quadra (35%). 
 
 

Awareness of poster at polling station 
   Voters   %Yes 

March 2008 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
There are few other noteworthy subgroup differences. Recall of the poster is higher among those 
under 45 years of age (45%, vs. 36% among those 45 and older) and among aboriginal voters (56%, 
vs. 40% among non-aboriginals). 
 
 
Seven in ten voters recall being greeted by someone at the poll who asked them to prepare 
their ID and directed them to the proper line.  
 
Voters who went to the polling station or to an advance poll to vote were asked whether they were 
greeted by someone who asked them to prepare their identification documents before directing 
them to the proper line. This is part of the information officer’s role. 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

40 40 44 49
35
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Seven in ten voters (69%) across the four districts recall being greeted by such a person. Voters in 
Desnethé are less likely to recall being greeted by someone in this manner (57%, vs. an average of 
71% in the other districts), as are voters 45 and older (66%, vs. 74% among voters under 45). 
 

Greeted and instructed to prepare ID documents 
 Voters  %Yes 

March 2008 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION USED 

The driver’s license is by far the most common form of identification used by voters. The 
Voter Identification Card (not an acceptable piece of ID) is mentioned by a significant number 
of voters, although almost no one reporting using it alone. Use of the health card is lower 
than was seen in the September 2007 by-elections.  
 
Voters who had the proper identification documents with them (or went home to retrieve them and 
returned) were asked what documents they used to prove their identity and address. 
 
Across the four districts, the driver’s license is by far the most commonly used piece of 
identification. Among those who had identification documents at the polling station, almost eight in 
ten (78%) used their driver’s license. The only other forms of identification mentioned by more than 
five percent of voters are the Voter Identification Card (18%), a health card (14%), a Canadian 
passport (8%) and a utility bill of some sort (7%). Use of the driver’s license is at a similar level to 
that seen in the survey of electors following the September 2007 by-elections; however, use of 
health/hospital cards is much lower than the level seen in that survey, while use of the Canadian 
passport has increased. Also, the VIC is mentioned much more frequently than was the case in the 
September 2007 by-elections survey, where only 5 percent of voters reported that they tried to use 
the VIC as identification. However, it should be noted that only 2 percent of voters in the current 
survey report attempting to use the VIC alone as ID. 

Total Toronto 
Centre

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra

69 69 75

57
72
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Identification documents used  
March 2008 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1,891) (n=503) (n=461) (n=383) (n=544)       
Driver’s license 78 67 82 84 84 
Voter Identification Card 18 15 25 10 21 
Health card 14 23 14 15 6 
Canadian passport 8 10 6 3 10 
Utility bill (residential telephone, cable 
TV, public utilities commission, hydro, 
gas or water) 

7 8 4 6 6 

Birth certificate 4 4 2 8 4 
Certificate of Canadian Citizenship or 
Citizenship Card 

3 6 3 - 2 

Social Insurance Number card 2 2 * 4 1 
Credit/ debit card with elector name 2 2 1 * 3 
Hospital card 1 2 1 3 * 
Mails/ letters/ postcards (other) 1 2 1 1 1 
Bank statement 1 1 1 * 1 
Provincial/ Territorial Identification Card 1 * - 1 2 
Credit card statement 1 1 1 - * 
Employee card issued by employer 1 1 1 1 * 
Attestation of Residence issued by the 
responsible authorities 

1 1 1 1 1 

Certificate of Indian Status 1 1 - 3 - 
Other 4 4 3 6 4 
dk/na 1 * 2 1 1 

 * Less than 0.5 percent 
Subsample:  Those who had documents with them or returned with missing documents 

 
Use of the driver’s license is lower in Toronto Centre (67%) than in the other districts (average of 
84%), while use of a health card is higher (23%, vs. an average of 10% in the other districts). Voters 
in Desnethé are less likely to mention the VIC (10%, vs. an average of 19% in the other districts) 
and correspondingly more likely to use a birth certificate (8%, vs. an average of 4% in the other 
districts). 
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SATISFACTION WITH THE DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICER 

More than nine voters in ten are satisfied with the deputy returning officer, with almost eight 
in ten very satisfied.  
 
Voters (with the exception of those who voted by mail) were asked how satisfied they were with the 
deputy returning officer who asked for and verified their identity before they voted. 
 
Overall, satisfaction was high: across the four districts, more than nine in ten are somewhat (17%) or 
very (78%) satisfied with the deputy returning officer. Only two percent are very unsatisfied. This is 
comparable to the level of satisfaction seen in the survey of electors following the September 2007 
by-elections. 
 
 

Satisfaction with deputy returning officer 
 Voters       % Satisfied  
 March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Voters in Vancouver Quadra are somewhat more likely to be very satisfied with the deputy returning 
officer (82%, vs. an average of 75% in the other districts). Those more likely to be very satisfied also 
include non-aboriginals (79%, vs. 57% of aboriginals) and females (81%, vs. 75% of males). 
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PERCEIVED EASE OF MEETING NEW IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

More than nine voters in ten feel it is easy to meet the new voter identification requirements; 
eight in ten feel it is very easy.  
  
Electors who went to a polling station were asked how easy they feel it was to meet the new voter 
identification requirements. 
 
Across the four districts, more than nine in ten (94%) feel it is easy to meet the new requirements, 
with eight in ten (80%) indicating it is very easy. This last proportion is somewhat higher than that 
seen in the survey of electors following the September 2007 by-elections (71%). 
 
 

Perceived ease of meeting new ID requirements 
 Voters  % Very easy    
 March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Voters in Desnethé are somewhat less likely to feel that it is very easy to meet the new identification 
requirements (70%, vs. an average of 82% in the other districts). Aboriginal voters are also less likely 
to indicate that it is very easy to meet the new requirements (56%, vs. 82% of non-aboriginals).  
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SURVEY OF ELECTIONS OFFICERS – MAIN FINDINGS 

Assessment of the new elector identification requirements 

GENERAL EFFICACY OF NEW IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

A majority of nine in ten election officers in Toronto Centre, Willowdale and Vancouver 
Quadra feel that identification of voters proceeded generally well, whereas just two-thirds of 
officers in Desnethé express this view. 
 
Based on their overall experience during the by-election, most election officers feel that the 
identification of electors proceeded well. Nearly nine in ten (87%) election officers take the view that 
identification of electors proceeded at least somewhat well, with more than one-half saying it went 
very well (53%). The remaining one in ten are divided between the view that identification went not 
very well (9%) or not well at all (4%). Election officers’ views on the implementation of voter 
identification in this by-election are slightly more negative than those following the September 2007 
by-elections, when 94 percent of election officers said that the identification of voters went at least 
somewhat well, including 64 percent who said it went very well.  
 
 

How well identification of electors  
proceeded during vote 
Election officers % went well 
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
Information officers are most likely (94%) to report that the identification process went generally 
well, while central poll supervisors are least likely to express this view (79%). However, central poll 
supervisors are no more likely than others to say that the identification went “not well at all,” with 
most who do not take a positive view saying that it went not very well.  
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How well identification of electors proceeded during vote 
Election officers   % Very/somewhat well  
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Across the four districts, officers who worked in Toronto Centre (92%), Willowdale (94%) and 
Vancouver-Quadra (91%) are much more likely to believe that the identification of voters proceeded 
at least somewhat well than those in Desnethé (66%), where one-third of officers feel the 
identification process did not go well, including one in ten (10%) who say it did not go well at all.  
 

IMPACT OF NEW IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS ON VOTING TIME 

Few election officers feel that the new identification requirements had a noteworthy effect on 
voting time. Most are split between the view that it took a little longer or was not affected.  
 
The new identification requirements appear to have had a modest effect on the time required to 
vote, but few election officers feel that voting took considerably longer as a result of them. Instead, 
the majority of officers are split between the view that voting took either a little longer (44%) or that 
it was not affected (40%). Only one in ten (10%) feel that voting took a lot longer. Fewer officers 
believe the time to vote was not affected (40%) in these by-elections than in September 2007 (58%).  
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Effect of identification on time required to vote 
Election officers     March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The distribution of opinion is similar to this across all types of officers except central poll 
supervisors, who are significantly less likely (29%) than others to say that voting was not affected 
and most likely to say it took a lot longer (18%).  
 
Views on the impact of the new identification requirements vary depending on which district an 
election officer was working in. In particular, those working in Desnethé assess the impact on voting 
time as greater than those in other districts. Not only are they less likely than others to believe that 
voting time was not affected (23%), but they are most likely to feel that it took a lot longer (23%). In 
all other districts, the latter view is expressed by at most one in ten officers. Impact on voting time 
appears to have been least significant in the two Ontario ridings, where a plurality of roughly one-
half of election officers feel that there was no affect at all. In Vancouver Quadra, the plurality 
opinion is that voting took a little longer (49%), with most of the remainder saying that it was not 
affected (36%). 
 
Those election officers who feel that voting took longer as a result of the new requirements were 
asked whether this impact was noticeable during all voting hours or only during peak periods. 
Opinion is divided on this question, with one-half claiming that voting time increased only during 
peak periods (47%) and four in ten (42%) saying that this impact was noticeable during all voting 
hours. The remaining one in ten (11%) are unable to provide an answer. Among those who feel that 
voting was affected following the September 2007 by-elections, nearly seven in ten (68%) feel that 
the delays were encountered only during peak voting times.  
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Timing of voting delays on Election Day 
Those who said voting was delayed March 2008 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
In addition to being more likely than other election officers to feel that voting time was affected by 
the new identification requirements, central poll supervisors who feel that voting took longer are 
also more likely than others to say that this impact was noticeable during all voting hours (65%). By 
contrast, information officers who feel that voting took longer are most likely to believe that this 
effect was noticeable only during peak voting hours (58%). In reconciling these two opinions, it is 
worth noting that central poll supervisors appear to be most confident in their ability to answer this 
question: only five percent are unable to answer this question, compared to 18 percent of 
information officers.  
 
Among election officers in Desnethé (53%) and Vancouver Quadra (48%) the plurality opinion is 
that voting took longer at all hours. In the two Ontario districts, the plurality opinion is that the 
impact was only during peak periods, with just three in ten election officers reporting that voting 
took longer during all voting hours.  
 

ELECTORS’ REACTIONS TO NEW IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

In all districts except Desnethé, sizeable majorities of election officers report that electors 
reacted well to the new identification requirements.  
 

The general impression among election officers is that electors were not overly troubled by the 
requirement to identify themselves in order to vote. Instead, seven in ten election officers report that 
electors reacted very (31%) or somewhat (39%) favourably to the new requirements, compared to 
one-quarter who feel that electors reacted somewhat (20%) or very (8%) unfavourably. These views 
on voter reaction to the new identification requirements are essentially unchanged from those 
following the September 2007 by-elections.  
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Elector reaction to the new identification  
requirements 
Election officers March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Opinion does not differ dramatically across the four categories of election officers, although it does 
vary sharply across districts. Generally favourable reactions among electors are most commonly 
recalled by officers working in the two Ontario ridings. Further, the proportion reporting “very” 
unfavourable reactions in these districts is negligible. Although officers working in Vancouver 
Quadra are somewhat less likely (75%) to report generally favourable reactions and somewhat more 
likely to report very unfavourable reactions (5%), it is in Desnethé where recollections of elector 
reactions are most negative. Among election officers working in this district, only four in ten (41%) 
perceived favourable reactions from electors compared to six in ten (59%) who perceived 
unfavourable reactions—including one-quarter (24%) who perceived very unfavourable reactions.  

 

Elector reaction to the new identification requirements 
Election officers % Very/somewhat favourable  

March 2008 
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ELECTOR KNOWLEDGE OF NEW IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

In all districts except Desnethé, three-quarters of election officers feel that electors were 
generally well-informed about the new identification requirements.  
  
Election officers give a reasonably strong assessment of elector awareness of the new identification 
requirements and the types of identification accepted. Roughly seven in ten report that electors 
seemed very (23%) or somewhat (43%) well informed on turning up to vote, compared to three in 
ten who feel that they were not very (28%) or not at all (4%) informed. These views on voter 
knowledge of the new identification requirements are essentially unchanged from those following 
the September 2007 by-elections.  
 

 
Elector knowledge of new identification requirements 
Election officers    % Very/somewhat well-informed 
March 2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Elector knowledge of new identification requirements 

  Election officers     % Very/somewhat well-informed  
March 2008 
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The view that electors were well-informed is above average among information officers (76%), and 
below average among central poll supervisors (58%) and deputy returning officers (63%). However, 
the most striking divergence in opinion is among election officers working in Desnethé. Just four in 
ten (44%) feel that electors were generally well informed, while more than half feel they were not 
(55%). In all other districts, seven in ten or more election officers feel that electors were well-
informed, while roughly two in ten feel they were not.  
 

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH NEW IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS  

There were instances of voters annoyed with the new identification requirements, but these 
appear to have been infrequent in all districts except Desnethé. 
 

The new voter requirements appear to have annoyed some voters, with seven in ten saying that they 
dealt with this either a few times (55%) or often (14%). Three in ten election officers (29%) say they 
never encountered an annoyed elector. These results suggest a slight increase in experience with 
annoyed voters relative to the September 2007 by-elections, when six in ten said they had 
encountered annoyed voters a few times (54%) or often (9%), while nearly four in ten (36%) said 
they had never encountered such voters.  
 
 

Experienced elector(s) annoyed with new  
identification requirements 

  Election officers March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Whereas just one in ten election officers in the two Ontario ridings and Vancouver Quadra say they 
frequently dealt with annoyed voters, this response rises to three in ten (28%) among election 
officers who worked in Desnethé. Experience with annoyed voters is similar among all election 
officers except central poll supervisors, who are most likely (23%) to say they often dealt with 
annoyed voters.  
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Problems experienced by election officers verifying the identity and address of electors. In 
order to gauge whether the new identification rules were implemented with relative ease on voting 
day, the survey asked election officers whether they experienced any specific problems verifying the 
identity and address of electors. Seven in ten (70%) election officers claim not to have experienced 
any problems of the sort described, while three in ten (29%) say they did.  
 
 

Experienced problem(s) verifying identity  
and address of electors 

  Election officers March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This result varies according to the function of the election officer, with central poll supervisors 
(40%) and deputy returning officers (32%) more likely to say they experienced problems verifying 
the identification and addresses of electors than poll clerks (27%) or information officers (21%). In 
addition, problems were less common among election officers working in Toronto Centre (25%) 
and Willowdale (21%) than among those working in Desnethé (31%) and Vancouver Quadra (40%).  
 
Those election officers who claimed to have experienced a specific problem in verifying the identity 
and address of electors were asked to describe the problems they experienced in an open-ended 
(unprompted) question. 
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Type of problem(s) experienced  

 Election officers who experienced problem(s) March 2008 
 Total Toronto 

Centre 
Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 

Quadra 
 (n=300) (n=65) (n=55) (n=77) (n=103)       
Lack of proper identification 46 46 50 43 47 
Verification issue/ ID information was not 
up-to-date 

40 29 39 42 47 

Confusion about new requirements/ not 
informed 

14 21 11 9 15 

Name/ registry discrepancy on voters list 12 6 16 12 13 
Issues with new procedure/ refusing to 
provide ID 

12 17 11 19 3 

Not returning to vote/ leaving without 
voting 

10 7 4 15 10 

People upset for having to leave to get ID 9 8 4 10 12 
Voters had to be vouched for 7 - 2 12 10 
Not being able to use VIC 5 10 7 4 3 
Language barrier 3 3 5 1 4 
Staff not following procedure/ training 3 5 2 3 3 
Other 2 3 - 3 1 
dk/na 5 10 2 4 3 

 
Two types of responses top the list of specific problems related to identity and address verification 
according to election officers. The first of these, cited by nearly one-half of those who experienced a 
problem, was a lack of proper identification (46%). The second, cited by four in ten (40%), was a 
general verification issue, including a piece of identification that was not up-to-date. Other types of 
problems, each mentioned by roughly one in ten election officers who experienced a problem 
include confusion about the new requirements/not informed (14%), name/registry discrepancy on 
the voters list (12%), issues with new procedure (12%), electors not returning to vote/leaving 
without voting (10%), people upset about having to leave to get identification (9%) and voters 
having to be vouched for (7%). Less common problems included not being able to accept Voter 
Information Cards (5%), a language barrier (3%) and staff not following procedures/training (3%).  
 
In most cases, the breakdown of problems is comparable across different types of election officers 
and, for the most part, across districts. Several exceptions to this are identified in Vancouver Quadra 
and Desnethé, where election officers were more likely than those working in the two Ontario 
districts to describe problems related to verification issues, including a piece of identification that 
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was not up-to-date, as well as electors not returning to vote/leaving before voting, electors being 
upset about having to leave to get identification and voters having to be vouched for.  
  
Most common problem electors experienced in proving their identity 

All election officers participating in the survey were asked what they feel was the most frequent 
problem electors had in proving their identity.  
 

Most common problem electors experienced in proving their identity  
 Election officers March 2008 

  Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=1,002) (n=255) (n=253) (n=242) (n=252)       
No identification card 28 25 26 43 20 
Identification cards not accepted 14 14 17 9 15 
No valid proof of address 14 13 6 17 21 
Lack of proper identification 5 5 6 2 7 
Unfamiliar with new requirements 4 4 4 5 4 
No driver’s licence 3 2 2 2 7 
Uncomfortable with showing identification 3 2 2 6 1 
Name/ registry discrepancy 2 1 2 * 3 
Could not find another elector to swear an 
oath 

1 1 1 * - 

Had to show identification more than once 1 - 2 - - 
Other 1 3 - * * 
dk/na 26 32 32 16 22 

 
 
The most common category of problem—covering the responses of nearly half the election officers 
surveyed—relate to the awareness level of identification requirements, and include coming to vote 
without identification documents (28%), arriving with forms of identification that were not accepted 
(14%) or lacking a valid proof of address (14%). Other problems associated with the new 
identification requirement were given, but they are distinct in that they do not necessarily imply that 
electors were unaware that identification was required to vote. These included electors who claimed 
not to have a driver’s license (3%) or electors being uncomfortable about showing their 
identification (3%). A handful of other responses are given, but none by more than one in twenty 
Election officers. In all, one-quarter (26%) of election officers are unable to identify a most common 
problem.  
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There are no significant differences in the most common problems identified by different types of 
election officers.  
 
A relatively large proportion of election officers in Vancouver Quadra cite the fact that not all 
electors possess driver’s licenses (7%, vs. 2% in all other districts), while a relatively large proportion 
of those in Desnethé mention electors being uncomfortable about showing their identification (6%, 
vs. no more than 2% in all other districts). Problems related to electors not having valid proof of 
their current address were also more common in Vancouver Quadra (21%) and Desnethé (17%) 
than in Toronto Centre (13%) and Willowdale (6%). Non-response to this question is more 
common in Toronto Centre (32%) and Willowdale (32%) than in Vancouver Quadra (22%) and 
Desnethé (16%).  
 

ELECTORS ARRIVING WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS 

In order to determine the incidence rate of electors turning up to vote without the required 
documentation, information officers were asked to estimate the number of electors they 
encountered doing so. Few (3%) claim that no such incident happened. Instead, roughly one in ten 
(11%) give an estimate of between one and two electors, while roughly seven in ten (73%) give 
estimates of three or more. Another one in ten (13%) are unable to provide a response. 
 
 

Number of electors who did not have their identification documents  
 Information officers  March 2008 

  Total 
 (n=112)   
None 3 
1 or 2 11 
3 or more 73 
dk/na 13 

 
 
The small number of information officers surveyed does not allow for meaningful analysis of 
differences across districts. It is noteworthy, however, that in Desnethé, a majority of information 
officers are unable to provide an exact estimate.  
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ELECTORS BEING REFUSED A BALLOT  

Deputy returning officers were asked to estimate the number of electors to whom they had to refuse 
a ballot because they did not meet the new identification requirements. A majority of six in ten 
deputy returning officers (58%) claim not to have refused a ballot to any voters, while the remaining 
four in ten say they refused ballots to either one or two voters (22%) or else three or more (18%). 
The average estimate given by deputy returning officers is two electors (the median estimate is zero 
electors).  
 
This suggests a somewhat higher rate of ballot rejection than in the September by-elections when 
seven in ten (67%) said they had not refused a ballot to any voters, while only three in ten said they 
refused ballots to either one or two voters (20%) or else three or more (9%).  
 

Number of electors who were refused a ballot  
due to new identification requirements 

  Deputy returning officers    March 2008 
 

 Total Toronto 
Centre 

Willowdale Desnethé Vancouver 
Quadra 

 (n=419) (n=100) (n=104) (n=114) (n=101)       
None 58 60 80 44 49 
1 or 2 22 27 15 20 27 
3 or more 18 10 4 33 22 
dk/na 3 3 2 3 3 

 
On average, deputy returning officers in Desnethé estimate turning away five electors (with a 
majority saying they turned away at least one elector). This is significantly higher than in other 
districts. The average estimate of two electors refused a ballot by deputy returning officers in 
Vancouver Quadra is also higher than the estimates of one or fewer in Toronto Centre and 
Willowdale.  
 
VOTER INFORMATION CARD PRESENTED AS A PIECE OF IDENTIFICATION 

Most election officers encountered electors on voting day who were under the impression that a 
Voter Information Card could be used as a piece of identification to vote. Three in ten (30%) say 
this happened often, while a further four in ten (44%) say it happened a few times. Roughly one-
quarter (23%) say they did not encounter such a voter on election day—significantly lower than in 
the September 2007 by-elections when 44 percent of election officers said they had not encountered 
such a voter.  
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How often electors thought they could use their 
Voter Information Card as a piece of identification 

  Election officers March 2008 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Desnethé again stands out, with four in ten (44%) election officers claiming this happened often, 
while just one in ten (14%) say it never happened.  
 
Among the different types of election officers, central poll supervisors are the most likely to say that 
they often encountered electors wanting to use their Voter Information Card as identification (44%, 
vs. between 27% and 31% of other types of election officers).  
 

INVOLVEMENT OF RETURNING OFFICERS IN SOLVING VERIFICATION PROBLEMS 

Election officers who said they experienced problems in verifying the identity of electors were asked 
whether they had to consult the returning officer often, a few times or never to solve the issue. 
Roughly one-half say that they consulted the returning officer at some point, with four in ten (42%) 
saying they did it a few times and one in ten (11%) saying they did it often. The other four in ten 
(42%) never had to contact the returning officer.  
 

How often election officers contacted returning officers 
to solve elector verification problems 

  Election officers who experienced problem(s)  March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Across the four different electoral districts, election officers working in Desnethé and Vancouver 
Quadra were more likely (64% and 63%, respectively) to have contacted the returning officer at least 
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once compared to those working in Toronto Centre and Willowdale (37% and 38%, respectively). In 
addition, those working in Desnethé were more likely than those in all other districts (22%, vs. 
between 4% and 10% elsewhere) to have contacted the returning officer often.  
 
Contact with returning officers to solve problems with identity and address verification was more 
commonly reported by poll clerks (66%) and information officers (63%) than by central poll 
supervisors (44%) or deputy returning officers (42%).  
 

CANDIDATES’ REPRESENTATIVES BECOMING INVOLVED IN THE IDENTIFICATION PROCESS 

The survey of election officers further explored whether candidates' representatives at any point got 
involved in the work of identifying electors. Such interference appears to have been uncommon, 
with one in ten (10%) election officers claiming that they encountered this on by-election day. The 
proportion is lower in these by-elections than it was at the September 2007 by-elections (21%).  

 
 
Did candidates’ representatives get involved  
in identification process of electors? 

  Election officers March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reports of candidates' representatives getting involved in the identification process do not differ 
significantly according to the position held by election officers. They are, however, marginally more 
common among election officers who worked in Vancouver Quadra (13%) and Desnethé (12%) 
than among those in Toronto Centre (9%) and Willowdale (7%).  
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TRAINING AND PREPARATION OF ELECTION OFFICERS 

A majority of election officers report that they were well-prepared and well-trained to work in 
the by-election and to implement the new identification requirements. Satisfaction with 
training is highest in the two Ontario districts.  
 

Satisfaction with the quality of training is very high among election officers who worked in the 
March 2008 by-elections. A very sizeable majority claim that they were very well (53%) or somewhat 
well (35%) trained to conduct the by-election, compared to the few who say they were not very well 
(8%) or not at all well trained (3%).  
 
Information officers are most likely (68%) to feel they were very well-trained. This opinion is 
expressed by roughly one-half of poll clerks (51%) and deputy returning officers (48%), and by six in 
ten (58%) central poll supervisors. Across electoral districts, strong satisfaction with the quality of 
training and preparation is highest among officers who worked in the Ontario districts of Toronto 
Centre (65%) and Willowdale (62%) compared to either Vancouver Quadra (43%) or Desnethé 
(39%).  
 

 
Quality of training and preparation provided… 

  Election officers March 2008 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
As with satisfaction with overall training, most election officers are satisfied with the training they 
received to implement the new identification requirements. A majority of nine in ten feel they were 
either very (59%) or somewhat (32%) well-trained in this respect, compared to just one in ten who 
feel either not very (7%) or not at all (2%) well-trained. These views on training to implement the 
new identification requirements are essentially the same as those following the September 2007 by-
elections.  
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Overall satisfaction with training quality varies little across different types of election officers. For 
each of the four types of officers surveyed, less than one in ten feel they were not very/not at all 
well-trained. However, there are differences in the extent of satisfaction voiced, with information 
officers more likely (71%) than central poll supervisors (58%), poll clerks (57%) or deputy returning 
officers (56%) to feel they were very well-trained.  
 
Across districts, general satisfaction is voiced by nine in ten election officers in all districts except 
Desnethé, where it is expressed by eight in ten. Strong satisfaction is most common among election 
officers working in Toronto Centre (67%) and Willowdale (69%), and lowest in Desnethé (40%). 
Dissatisfaction with training is most common in the latter, with 16 percent saying they were not very 
or not at all well-trained. In all other districts, such dissatisfaction is voiced by fewer than one in ten 
election officers.  
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Assessment of summary reports (tally sheets) 

QUALITY OF TRAINING AND PREPARATION PROVIDED TO USE SUMMARY REPORTS 

Seven in ten deputy returning officers and poll clerks feel they received enough information 
about how to fill out the summary reports used to record the identification provided by 
voters, and eight in ten found it generally easy to fill out these forms.  
 

As part of its evaluation of the new voter ID requirements, Elections Canada introduced summary 
reports to record all pieces of identification used by voters. Like for the September 2007 by-
elections, deputy returning officers and poll clerks were asked whether the training they received 
provided enough information on how to use these forms. Response suggests that most of these 
officers are satisfied with the quality of training they received in this regard, with seven in ten (69%) 
saying the information they received was sufficient compared to one-quarter (24%) who say it was 
not.  
 
Satisfaction with this training is slightly higher among poll clerks (73%) than among deputy 
returning officers (66%), and slightly lower in Vancouver Quadra (64%) than in the three other 
ridings, where at least seven in ten officers are satisfied with the training they received.  
 
 

Provided enough information to fill out summary reports 
  Deputy returning officers/poll clerks  March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

EASE OF FILLING OUT SUMMARY REPORTS 

Eight in ten deputy returning officers and poll clerks found it generally easy to fill out the 
summary reports used to record the pieces of identification presented by electors.  
 
Further to asking deputy returning officers and poll clerks about the quality of training they received 
in filling out the summary forms, the survey asked them how easy these forms were to fill out. 
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Response indicates that most found the forms either very (40%) or somewhat (40%) easy to fill out, 
while few found them either very (1%) or somewhat difficult (13%). Although still very high, these 
results suggest that difficulties with the summary reports were more common than in the September 
2007 by-elections, when nine in ten (89%) deputy returning officers and poll clerks found the forms 
generally easy to fill out—including 50 percent who found this very easy.  
 
 

Ease of filling out summary reports 
  Deputy returning officers/poll clerks  March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
There are no significant differences in response between deputy returning officers and poll clerks. 
Those officers who worked in the district of Willowdale stand out as most likely to have found the 
summary reports very easy to fill out (48%) and least likely to have found them either somewhat or 
very difficult (9%, vs. 15% in Vancouver Quadra, 16% in Toronto Centre and 17% in Desnethé).  
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Assessment of bingo cards 

TRAINING AND PREPARATION TO USE NEW BINGO CARDS 

Two-thirds of election officers feel well-trained to use the new bingo cards, while three in ten 
felt insufficiently trained. Satisfaction is lowest in Toronto Centre and Vancouver Quadra. 
 

Further to changes brought about by Bill C-31, for the March 2008 by-elections, Elections Canada 
introduced new forms—known as bingo cards—to assist political parties in keeping track of who 
had voted. As part of the survey, election officers were asked whether the training and preparation 
they received provided them with enough information on how to use these new forms.  
 
A slight majority of six in ten (63%) election officers feel they received enough information about 
using the new bingo cards, while three in ten (28%) say they did not. An additional one in ten (8%) 
were unable to answer.  
 
 

Provided enough information about how  
to use bingo cards 

  Election officers March 2008 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
There are significant differences in satisfaction with the training received to use the bingo cards 
across the four different categories of election officers. Poll clerks are most likely (72%) to feel they 
were well-trained and prepared to use the bingo cards, followed by deputy returning officers (63%). 
By comparison, satisfaction with training and preparation to use the bingo cards is lower among 
central poll supervisors (54%) and information officers (44%). However, dissatisfaction remains a 
minority opinion for the latter two types of officers, with slightly more than four in ten central poll 
supervisors (44%) and just less than four in ten (37%) information officers saying they did not 
receive enough information about using the bingo cards in their training. 
  
Sizeable differences in election officers’ views about bingo card training are also evident across 
districts. Satisfaction with training is significantly higher among officers who worked in Desnethé 
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(72%) and Willowdale (67%) compared to those in Toronto Centre (56%) or Vancouver Quadra 
(58%). Dissatisfaction with training follows a similar pattern, with one-third of election officers in 
Toronto Centre (35%) and Vancouver Quadra (32%) reporting that the training they received was 
insufficient, compared to one-quarter (26%) in Willowdale and two in ten (20%) in Desnethé. 
 

EASE OF USING BINGO CARDS 

A majority of eight in ten election officers found the new bingo cards were easy to use 
overall.  
 

The general consensus among election officers is that the new bingo cards are generally easy to use. 
Eight in ten election officers agree with this view, saying that the cards are either very (51%) or 
somewhat (29%) easy to use. Only a handful of officers found the cards very difficult to use (2%), 
while an additional one in ten found them somewhat difficult (9%).  
 

 

Ease of using bingo cards 
  Election officers March 2008 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Three-quarters or more election officers in all districts found the new bingo cards either very or 
somewhat easy to use. Officers who found the cards either very or somewhat difficult to use are 
relatively uncommon in all districts, with fewer in Willowdale (7%) and Desnethé (8%) compared to 
Toronto Centre (15%) and Vancouver Quadra (13%). 
 
Among election officers, information officers appear to be least familiar with the use of bingo cards 
as reflected in 28 percent who are unable to provide an answer. Across the other three categories of 
election officers, no fewer than eight in ten found the cards at least somewhat easy to use, although 
the view that they are very easy to use is more common among poll clerks (59%) and deputy  
returning officers (50%) than central poll supervisors (43%).  
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IMPLEMENTATION OF BINGO CARDS 

In all districts, election officers give an overall positive assessment of the implementation of 
the new bingo cards. Assessments are most positive in the two Ontario districts.  
 

Election officers give a generally strong review of how the new bingo cards were implemented with 
a majority of eight in ten saying they were implemented either very (41%) or fairly well (39%). Just 
under one in ten (7%) are unable to provide an answer, while the remainder maintain that they were 
not very (8%) or not at all (4%) well-implemented.  
 
In all districts, roughly eight in ten election officers report that the forms were implemented at least 
fairly well. However, there are some differences in the breakdown of these generally positive 
assessments: of the eight in ten officers giving positive responses in Toronto Centre (46%) and 
Willowdale (49%), a majority contend that the implementation went very well, compared to roughly 
one-third who say this in Desnethé (36%) and Vancouver Quadra (35%). The view that 
implementation of the bingo cards went not very or not at all well is less common in Willowdale 
(6%) than in the other three districts, where it is voiced by nearly three times this. 
 
Poll clerks stand out as most likely to feel that the implementation went very well. As with the other 
questions related to bingo cards, information officers are the most likely to have no opinion, with 
two in ten (21%) unable to respond, compared to one in twenty for all other election officer types.  
 

CANDIDATES’ REPRESENTATIVES’ USE AND OPINION OF BINGO CARDS 

Six in ten election officers believe that candidates’ representatives used the bingo cards 
provided to them and seven in ten feel that they were generally satisfied with them.  
 
Election officers who worked on Election Day (n=948, or 95% of all election officers) were asked 
whether, in their opinion, candidates’ representatives used the bingo cards that election officers 
provided them. Overall, six in ten (60%) election officers take the view that candidates’ 
representatives made use of the forms, while three in ten (27%) say they did not. The remaining one 
in ten (13%) are unable to provide a response to this question.  
 
Views of election officers vary according to the particular position filled. Central poll supervisors 
stand out as most likely (73%) to believe that candidates’ representatives did in fact use the forms, 
compared with roughly six in ten information officers (61%), poll clerks (60%) and deputy returning 
officers (56%) who express this same view.  
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However, the largest differences in views on this question are found across districts. Election 
officers who worked in either Willowdale (70%) or Vancouver Quadra (69%) are much more likely 
to feel that candidates’ representatives made use of the bingo cards than those in Toronto Centre 
(57%) or Desnethé (41%). 
 
 

Did candidates’ representatives use the bingo cards 
provided to them? 

  Election officers   By district 
March 2008 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The survey further asked election officers whether, in their view, candidates’ representatives were 
satisfied with the format in which the bingo cards were presented to them. The consensus on this 
question appears to be very positive. Indeed, seven in ten election officers are of the view that 
candidates’ representatives were either very (44%) or somewhat (27%) satisfied with the presentation 
of the bingo cards, while only a handful report that they were not very (2%) or not at all (1%) 
satisfied. The remaining one-quarter (25%) of election officers were unable to provide an opinion on 
this question.  
 
The opinion that candidates’ representatives were very satisfied is less common among poll clerks 
(40%) and deputy returning officers (44%) than among central poll supervisors (55%) and 
information officers (49%). Across the four electoral districts, it is least common in Desnethé (25%, 
vs. between 49% and 51% in the other three districts).  
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Candidates’ representatives’ satisfaction with  
bingo cards 

  Election officers   March 2008 
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
 
This report presents the results of two surveys. The first is based on telephone interviews completed 
with a representative sample of 3,203 Canadian electors aged 18 and over, and the second with a 
representative sample of 1,002 election officers. The surveys were conducted between March 18 and 
April 16, 2008. 

Research purpose and objectives  

To evaluate the implementation of recent amendments to the Canada Elections Act requiring electors 
to prove their identity and address before voting, Elections Canada commissioned the two surveys 
following the March 2008 federal by-elections in the following ridings: 
 

• Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (Saskatchewan) 
• Toronto Centre (Ontario) 
• Vancouver Quadra (British Columbia) 
• Willowdale (Ontario) 

 
The research was required to assess specific aspects of the voter identification process allowing 
Elections Canada to monitor its performance in implementing these provisions, in identifying areas 
where improvement may be required and in reporting on the implementation of voter identification 
to Parliament. The specific objectives of the research were to measure the following: 
 

1. Electors’ satisfaction with the new identification requirements;  
2. Voters’ satisfaction with the implementation of the new voter identification requirements; 
3. The impact of the new voter identification requirements on the flow at the polls;  
4. The efficiency of the advertising, media and outreach campaign regarding the new voter 

identification requirements; 
5. Election officers’ satisfaction with the preparation and training they received in order to 

implement the new voter identification requirements; and 
6. Election officers’ satisfaction with the preparation and training they received in order to use 

the new bingo cards. 
 
Sample design and selection 
 
The methodology involved two distinct parts: (1) a telephone survey with a random stratified sample 
of 3,000 electors distributed evenly across the four electoral districts where by-elections were being 
held with an oversample of 100 youth aged 18 to 24 in Toronto Centre and 100 in Vancouver 
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Quadra; and (2) a telephone survey with a random stratified sample of 1,000 deputy returning 
officers (DRO), poll clerks (PC), central poll supervisors (CPS) and information officers (IO). 
 
1) Telephone survey with electors 

 
For the elector sample Environics surveyed among approximately 750 electors, at random, in each 
of the four electoral districts. Appropriate efforts were made to provide coverage of certain 
prominent demographic segments in specific electoral districts, including the proportion of 
Aboriginal electors in Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River, and youth in Toronto Centre and 
Vancouver Quadra. The final data are weighted to ensure the results are fully proportionate to the 
actual distribution of the target population in the four electoral districts, and also to reflect actual 
voter turn-out (voter turn-out is typically overstated in surveys). Data were weighted by age and 
gender for the total of the four districts and by actual voter turnout within each district. 
 
Environics employed random digit dialling (RDD) methods as a basis for drawing a national 
sampling frame for this survey. RDD is proven as the most rigorous method for ensuring that 
sampling frames contain all possible households for potential inclusion in the sample. 
 
Potential respondents were screened to ensure they are eligible electors (Canadian citizens of at least 
18 years of age on polling day) and, as required under the Canada Elections Act, residents of the 
electoral district between February 13, 2008 and polling day, March 17, 2008. From within each 
household contacted, electors 18 years of age and older were screened for random selection using 
the “most recent birthday” method. The use of this technique produces results that are as valid and 
effective as enumerating all persons within a household and selecting one randomly.  
 
Youth oversample. Using age (18 to 24) as a proxy, the incidence of youth in Toronto Centre 
(10%) and Vancouver Quadra (8%) do not differ markedly from the provincial averages (9% for 
both provinces). However, experience has shown that younger Canadians are harder to reach and 
less likely to agree to participate in telephone surveys. Therefore, to ensure that there would be 
sufficient sample for analysis, Environics conducted an oversample of 200 telephone interviews with 
Canadian electors between 18 and 24 years of age, 100 in each of two electoral districts of interest 
(Toronto Centre and Vancouver Quadra, two districts hosting a large university campus). 
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The following table outlines the distribution of electors by the four electoral districts included in the 
survey (including the 18 to 24 oversample in Toronto Centre and Vancouver Quadra), after age and 
gender weighting is applied but without weighting by electoral participation. 
 

Desnethé-Missinippi-
Churchill River Toronto Centre  Vancouver Quadra  Willowdale  

 
Total 

 Survey Census Survey Census Survey Census Survey Census Survey Census 

Total 18+  100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Male 47 50 49 52 49 46 49 46 49 48 

Female 53 50 51 48 51 54 51 54 52 52 
18 to 24 5 16 17 11 21 13 6 13 13 13 
25 to 34 26 21 22 27 15 21 23 16 21 22 
35 to 44 22 22 21 23 15 19 23 18 20 20 
45 to 64 33 29 27 27 29 31 29 31 29 30 

65+ 14 13 13 12 18 16 19 21 16 16 
NS 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 

Source: 2001 Census, total population 18+. 

 

2) Telephone survey with election officers 
 
Elections Canada provided a database of the names and telephone numbers for the entire 
population of election officers in the four electoral districts, indicating the group to which they 
belong, extracted from its pay system. The following table provides the actual (unweighted) 
disposition of election officer classifications by electoral district. 
 

 

Desnethé-
Missinippi-Churchill 

River Toronto Centre Vancouver Quadra Willowdale Total MOE1 

 Survey Census Survey Census Survey Census Survey Census Survey Census % 

Deputy  returning 
officers (DRO) 

114 179 100 270 101 240 104 268 419 957 ±4.8 

Poll clerks (PC) 105 176 92 268 97 238 97 273 391 955 ±4.9 
Information 
officers (IO) 

7 9 37 116 32 96 36 123 112 344 ±9.2 

Central poll 
supervisors 
(CPS) 

16 25 26 70 22 51 16 47 80 193 ±10.1 

Total 242 389 255 724 252 625 253 711 1,002 2,449 ±3.0 
1 At a confidence level of 95%. 
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Questionnaire design 
 
Elections Canada developed the content of the questionnaires. Senior Environics researchers 
reviewed and provided advice to refine the questionnaires from a methodological perspective, in 
terms of the following: 
 

• Appropriate measurement and response scaling;  

• The flow of question sequencing and branching; 

• Addressing any sensitive topics or questions; and 

• Ensuring appropriate structure and formatting for telephone interviewing. 
 
Based on this collaboration, Elections Canada approved versions of the questionnaires for pre-
testing. Environics arranged for translation into French prior to programming and pre-testing. The 
final questionnaires are appended to this report. 

Pre-test 

Prior to finalizing the surveys for field, Environics conducted pre-tests with “live” respondents. This 
pre-test was used to evaluate the performance of the questionnaire as designed, and to assess it in 
terms of the following: 
 

• Appropriateness of topic and question sequencing; 

• Effectiveness of question wording (i.e., does it sound the way it was intended?); 

• Respondent sensitivity or reaction to specific questions or language;  

• General respondent reaction to the survey (comfort level, degree of interest, degree of 
openness in providing requested information); and 

• Overall interview length (within context of the budgeted length). 

The pre-tests were successful, resulting in minor modifications to some questions prior to the launch 
of the full survey. 

Fieldwork 

The interviewing was conducted from Environics’ central facilities in Toronto and Montreal, 
between March 18 and April 16, 2008. Field supervisors were present at all times to ensure accurate 
interviewing and recording of responses. Ten percent of each interviewer’s work was unobtrusively 
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monitored for quality control in accordance with the standards set out by the Marketing Research 
and Intelligence Association (MRIA). Environics registered the surveys with the Marketing Research 
and Intelligence Association (MRIA). This registration system permits the public to verify a survey 
call, inform themselves about the industry and/or register a complaint. 
 
The average length of time required to complete an interview in the survey of electors was 12.8 
minutes; the average was 11.9 minutes for the survey of election officers. 
 
Up to eight callbacks were made to reach each listing selected in the sample and these calls were 
made at different times of the day and days of the week to maximize the chances of catching 
someone at home. All surveys were conducted in the respondents’ language of choice. 

Completion results 

A total of 3,203 interviews were completed for the survey of electors: 3,003 general population and 
200 youth oversample interviews. The margin of error for a survey sample of 3,203 is +/- 1.7 
percentage points, 19 times in 20.  
 
A total of 1,002 interviews were conducted with elections officers. The margin of error for a survey 
sample of this size is +/- 3.1 percentage points, 19 times in 20. Margins of error cited are wider for 
subsample groups.  
 
The effective response rate for the core elector survey is 15 percent.1 This is calculated as the 
number of responding participants (completed interviews plus those disqualified because of survey 
design and by quotas being filled - R) (3,758), divided by unresolved numbers (e.g., busy, no answer 
- U) (7,242) plus non-responding households or individuals (e.g., refusals, language barriers, missed 
callbacks - IS) (13,948) plus responding participants - R (3,758) [R/(U+IS+R)]. By this same 
calculation, the effective response rate for the oversample of youth is 22 percent, and the survey of 
election officers is 58 percent. The disposition of all contacts is presented in the table below. 
 

                                                 
1 This response rate calculation is based on a formula developed by MRIA in consultation with the Government of Canada (Public 

Works and Government Services). 
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Completion results 
ELECTORS 

CORE 
YOUTH 

O/S 
ELECTION 
OFFICERS 

  N N N 
Total sample dialed 33,990 43,085 1,809 
UNRESOLVED NUMBERS (U) 7,242 10,165 391 
 Busy 118 114 6 
 No answer 3,103 3,245 91 
 Voicemail 4,021 6,806 294 
RESOLVED NUMBERS (Total minus Unresolved) 26,748 32,920 1,418 
OUT OF SCOPE (Invalid/non-eligible) 9,042 12,685 59 
 Non-residential 497 945 6 
 Not-in-service 7,801 10,703 47 
 Fax/modem 744 1,037 6 
IN SCOPE NON-RESPONDING (IS) 13,948 13,457 340 
 Refusals – household 6,685 8,229 33 
 Refusals – respondent 3,555 1,882 68 
 Language barrier 1,222 996 3 
 Callback missed/respondent not available 2,369 2,328 227 
 Break-offs (interview not completed) 117 22 9 
IN SCOPE RESPONDING (R)  3,758 6,778 1,019 
 Disqualified 671 6,515 5 
 Quota filled  84 63 12 
 Completed 3,003 200 1,002 
RESPONSE RATE [R / (U + IS + R)] 15% 22% 58% 
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Environics Research Group 

March 12, 2008 

 
 

Elections Canada 
March 17, 2008 Federal By-election (voter identification) in Desnethé—Missinippi—

Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (BC) and Willowdale (ON)  
 

Survey of Electors 
Final Questionnaire  

 
 

Introduction 

Hello, my name is _____________ and I work for Environics, a public opinion research company. I’m calling 

about a survey being conducted on behalf on Elections Canada on the new identification requirements for 

electors at federal elections. This survey is registered with the national survey registration system. 

 

 

We choose telephone numbers at random and then select one person from each household to be interviewed.  

We would like to speak to the person in your household who was 18 years of age or older as of March 17, and 

had the most recent birthday. Would that be you? 
 
 

IF NO ELIGIBLE ADULTS: THANK AND TERMINATE. 

IF PERSON SELECTED IS NOT AVAILABLE:  CONFIRM CANADIAN CITIZENSHIP AND ARRANGE FOR A 

CALL-BACK. 

IF PERSON SELECTED IS NOT AVAILABLE OVER THE INTERVIEW PERIOD:  ASK FOR PERSON WITH 

NEXT MOST RECENT BIRTHDAY. 

 
WHEN RESPONDENT IS SELECTED, ASK: Are you a Canadian citizen? 
IF NOT A CITIZEN: ASK FOR ADULT CITIZEN IN HOUSEHOLD WITH NEXT MOST RECENT BIRTHDAY 

 

IF ASKED:  The survey will take about 10 to 15 minutes to complete. 
IF ASKED:  The registration system has been created by the Canadian survey research industry to allow the 

public to verify that a survey is legitimate, get information about the survey industry or register a complaint. The 

registration system’s toll-free number is 1-800-554-9996 (www.mria-arim.ca).  

IF ASKED:  You can still answer the survey even if you did not vote in the March 17 by-election. 
 
IF REQUIRED: CHECK RESPONDENT’S PREFERRED LANGUAGE. 
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1. Have you lived in the federal electoral district of [Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK),  
 Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (BC) and Willowdale (ON)] at least since last February 13? 
 IF NEEDED, SPECIFY: Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON),  
 Vancouver Quadra (BC) or Willowdale (ON) 
                                                            
 01 - Yes  
 02 – No/DK/NA THANK AND TERMINATE 
 
Giving your opinion is completely voluntary. Your decision to do so will not affect any dealings you may have with 

Elections Canada or any other government agency. All the information you provide will be kept anonymous and 

reported as part of overall statistics only. 

 
SECTION 1:  GENERAL  
 
2. Did you know that a federal by-election took place in the [Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), 

Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (BC) and Willowdale (ON)] federal riding on March 17th? 
                                                            
 01 - Yes  
 02 - No  SKIP TO Q.4 
 99 - DK/NA SKIP TO Q.4 
 
 
3. From which sources do you recall hearing about this by-election?   
 DO NOT READ – PROBE - RECORD IN ORDER OF MENTION. 
 
 MAIL (NET) 
 01 - Elections Canada householder – brochure / leaflet (received in mail) 
 02 - Voter Information Card 
 03 - Reminder Card 
 OTHER MEDIA (NET) 
 05 - Radio  
 06 - TV 
 07 - Newspaper 
 08 - Elections Canada Website 
 09 - Word of mouth (friends, relatives, colleagues)  
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________) 
 99 - DK/NA 
 
SECTION 2:  VOTER INFORMATION CARD  
 
4. During the electoral campaign, did you receive a Voter Information Card that was personally addressed to 

you, and which indicated where and when to vote? 
  
 01 - Yes  
 02 - No  SKIP TO SECTION 3 
 99 - DK/NA SKIP TO SECTION 3 
 
 
5. What did you do with the card once you received it? 
 DO NOT READ - CODE ONE ONLY 
 
 01 - Kept it 
 02 - Threw it away        SKIP TO Q.7 
 03 - Recycled it         SKIP TO Q.7 
 04 - Brought it to the poll       SKIP TO Q.7 
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)  SKIP TO Q.7 
 99 - DK/NA        SKIP TO Q.7 
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6. Did you bring your Voter Information Card (VIC) with you to the polling station? 
  
 01 - Yes  
 02 - No   
 99 - DK/NA 
 
 
7. From your recollection, what did the Voter Information Card talk about? 
 DO NOT READ.  CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
 01 - Where to vote 
 02 - When to vote         
 03 - Cannot be used as an ID        
 04 - Need ID at the polls       
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)   
 99 - DK/NA 
 
 
SECTION 3:  HOUSEHOLDER / REMINDER CARD  
 
8. Do you recall receiving by mail a long flyer, folded in four, from Elections Canada? 
  
 01 - Yes  SKIP TO Q.10 
 02 - No   
 99 - DK/NA  
 
 
9. This flyer informed you on the different ways to vote and on the accepted proofs of identity.  It also showed 

the top of a person in black with a white X on the head. Does this remind you of something? 
  
 01 - Yes   
 02 - Maybe / vaguely  
 03 - No   SKIP TO SECTION 4 
 99 - DK/NA   SKIP TO SECTION 4 
 
 
10. Have you kept this flyer? 
  
 01 - Yes   
 02 - No   
 99 - DK/NA 
 
 
11. From your recollection, what did this flyer talk about? 
 DO NOT READ - PROBE AND RECORD VERBATIM IN ORDER OF MENTION. 
 
 01 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card AND a proof of residence 
 02 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card OR a proof of residence     
 03 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card        
 04 - For the vote, you need to show a proof of residence  
 05 - There are new identification measures for the vote (unspecified)  
 06 - Reminder to vote  
 07 - Enticement to vote 
 08 - Election date 
 09 - Telephone number  
 10 - Website (elections.ca) 
 11 - Polling stations’ opening hours 
 12 - Access to advance polling stations     
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)   
 99 - DK/NA        SKIP TO SECTION 4 
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12. Would you say the information in the flyer was presented…? 
  
 READ 
 01 - Very clearly   
 02 - Clearly 
 03 - Unclearly 
 04 - Very unclearly   
 DO NOT READ 
 99 - DK/NA 
 
 
SECTION 4:  MASS MEDIA  
 
13. Do you recall seeing an Elections Canada newspaper advertisement about the by-elections recently? 
  
 01 - Yes   
 02 - No  SKIP TO QUESTION 15  
 99 - DK/NA SKIP TO QUESTION 15 
 
 
14. From your recollection, what did the newspaper ad talk about? 
 DO NOT READ - PROBE AND RECORD VERBATIM IN ORDER OF MENTION. 
 
 01 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card AND a proof of residence 
 02 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card OR a proof of residence     
 03 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card        
 04 - For the vote, you need to show a proof of residence  
 05 - There are new identification measures for the vote (unspecified)  
 06 - Reminder to vote  
 07 - Enticement to vote 
 08 - Election date 
 09 - Telephone number  
 10 - Website (elections.ca) 
 11 - Polling stations’ opening hours 
 12 - Access to advance polling stations     
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)   
 99 - DK/NA         
 
 
15. The newspaper ad featured a map of the riding of [Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), Toronto 

Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (BC) and Willowdale (ON)], the election date, and explained the fact that 
identity cards are required to vote.  Does this remind you of something? 

 
 01 - Yes   
 02 - Maybe / vaguely  
 03 - No   
 99 - DK/NA 
 
16.  Do you recall hearing an Elections Canada radio ad about the by-elections recently?  
 
 01 - Yes    
 02 - No   SKIP TO Q.18 
 99 - DK/NA  SKIP TO Q.18 
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17.  From your recollection, what did this radio ad talk about?   
 DO NOT READ - PROBE AND RECORD VERBATIM IN ORDER OF MENTION. 
 
 01 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card AND a proof of residence     
 02 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card OR a proof of residence     
 03 - For the vote, you need to show an identity card  
 04 - For the vote, you need to show a proof of residence  
 05 - There are new identification measures for the vote (unspecified)      
 06 - Reminder to vote      
 07 - Enticement to vote      
 08 - Election date       
 09 - Telephone number      
 10 - Website (elections.ca)      
 11 - Polling stations’ opening hours    
 12 - Access to advance polling stations    
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)  

99 - DK/NA 
 
      
18.  The radio ad described three options concerning the identity cards required to vote as well as the possibility 

to claim one’s identity under oath to vote.  Does this remind you of something? 
  
 01 - Yes    
 02 - Maybe/vaguely   
 03 - No     
 99 - DK/NA    
 
 
SECTION 5: VOTE  
 
19.  Did you vote at the March 17th by-election? 
  
 01 - Yes     SKIP TO Q.22 
 02 - No     
 03 - Tried to, but was refused SKIP TO Q.23 
 99 - DK/NA   SKIP TO SECTION 9 
 
 
20.  [ASK ONLY IF “NO” TO Q19] What was the main reason you did not vote?  
 DO NOT READ. 
 

01 - No time/was working/busy       
02 - Doesn’t make any difference/disillusionment/nothing will change  
03 - Do not know who to vote for/what the issues are/ no interest   
04 - Was away/on vacation on Election Day     
05 - Do not know where to vote/not registered    
06 - Physical limitation/illness/aged      
07 - Don’t know        
98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)        
99 - DK/NA        

 
 
21.  Did your not voting relate in any way to the new identification requirements? 
  

01 - Yes      
 02 - No     
 99 - DK/NA    
 SKIP TO SECTION 9 
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22.  Which of the following four means did you use to vote? Was it…?  
 READ IN ORDER ONE ANSWER ONLY. 
  

01 - At the polling station on election day     
02 - At the advance polling station (or in advance polls)   
03 - At the Returning Officer’s office     
04 - By mail                
DO NOT READ        
98 - Neither of these methods (PROBE/SPECIFY: __________)      
99 - DK/NA        

 
 
23.  Did you know, before you went to vote, that voters must present a proof of identity AS WELL AS a proof of 

address in order to vote at federal elections? 
  
 01 - Yes    
 02 - No    SKIP TO SECTION 6  
 99 - DK/NA   SKIP TO SECTION 6  
 
 
24.  From what sources do you recall hearing about these new requirements?    
 DO NOT READ - PROBE - RECORD IN ORDER OF MENTION  
  
 Mail (NET)  
    01 - Elections Canada householder – brochure / leaflet (received in the mail)  
    02 - Voter Information Card (received in the mail)   
   03 - Reminder Card (received in the mail)   
 Other media (NET)  
   05 - Radio   
    06 - TV   
    07 - Newspaper   
    08 - Elections Canada Website   
 09 - Word of mouth (friends, relatives, colleagues)   
 10 - When I voted   
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)  
 99 - DK/NA   
 
 
25.  How well informed do you consider you were before the voting day, about how to identify yourself in this 

federal by-election? Would you say you felt very well informed, somewhat well informed, not very well 
informed or not at all informed that day? 

 
01 - Very well informed    
02 - Somewhat well informed   
03 - Not very well informed   
04 - Not at all informed    
99 - DK/NA     
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6. ATTITUDES  
 
26.  All things considered, what is your attitude towards the idea that electors must prove their identity when 

voting at a federal election? Would you say…?  
 

READ 
01 - Very positive   SKIP TO SECTION 7 
02 - Somewhat positive  SKIP TO SECTION 7  
03 - Somewhat negative  
04 - Very negative   
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA   SKIP TO SECTION 7 

  
27.  What would be the main reason why your attitude towards the new identification requirements is negative?  
 ____________________ 

 99 – DK/NA 
  
SECTION 7: EXPERIENCE AT THE POLLS  
 
 ASK SECTION 7 ONLY TO THOSE WHO WENT AT THE POLLING STATION (CODE 1 AND 3 AT Q.19), 

ON ELECTION DAY (CODE 1 AT Q22) OR ON ADVANCE VOTING DAYS (CODE 2 AT Q.22).  
 
 NON-VOTERS (CODE 2 AT Q19), DK/NA (CODE 99 AT Q22) SKIP TO SECTION 9 
 
 THOSE WHO VOTED AT THE OFFICE OF THE RETURNING OFFICER (CODE 3 AT Q22) SKIP TO 

SECTION 8. 
 
 THOSE WHO VOTED BY MAIL (CODE 4 AT Q22) SKIP TO SECTION 9. 
 
 You said that you [voted (CODE 1 AT Q19)/tried to vote (CODE 3 AT Q19)] at the federal by-election of this 

past March 17. I have a few questions about your experience at the [advance (CODE 2 AT Q22)] polling 
station.  

 
 INTERVIEWER NOTE FOR Q28: POLLING STATIONS FOR ADVANCE VOTING (CODE 2 AT Q22) ARE 

OPEN FROM NOON TO 8 P.M. ONLY (CODES 6 TO 13 BELOW). ON ELECTION DAY (CODE 1 AT Q22), 
POLLING STATIONS ARE OPEN 12 CONSECUTIVE HOURS.  

 
28.  Do you recall at what time you arrived at the polling station?  
 READ IF NECESSARY – CODE ONE ONLY.  
 

 Regular 
polling day 

Advance 
polls 

Before 8 am  01 - 
Between 8am and 9 am  02 - 
Between 9 am and 10 am  03 - 
Between 10am and 11 am  04 - 
Between 11 am and noon  05 05 
Between noon and 1 pm  06 06 
Between 1 pm and 2 pm  07 07 
Between 2 pm and 3 pm  08 08 
Between 3 pm and 4 pm  09 09 
Between 4 pm and 5 pm  10 10 
Between 5 pm and 6 pm  11 11 
Between 6 pm and 7 pm  12 12 
Between 7 pm and 8 pm  13 13 
Between 8 pm and 9 pm  14 - 
After 9 pm  15 - 
DK/NA  99 99 
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29.  Would you say that voting took a lot longer, a little longer or was not affected as a result of the requirements 
to identify electors? 

 
01 - Took a lot longer   
02 - Took a little longer  
03 - Was not affected   
99 - DK/NA    

 
 
30.  Inside the polling station, did you notice a large poster explaining the three identification options allowing 

electors to vote? 
 
 01 - Yes    

02 - No     
99 - DK/NA   

 
 
31.  Did you experience any difficulties at the polling station related to the new identification requirements? 
  
 01 - Yes (SPECIFY ___________________________________)   
 02 - No   
 99 - DK/NA   
 
 
32.  When you arrived at the polling station, did somebody greet you and ask you to prepare your ID documents 

before directing you to the proper line? 
  
 01 - Yes    

02 - No     
 99 - DK/NA  
 
 
33.  Did you have the required identification documents with you? 
  
 01 - Yes  SKIP TO Q.37   

02 - No     
 99 - DK/NA 
 
 
34.  What types of identification pieces or documents did you not have?  
 READ IF NECESSARY - CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

01 - Document with your photo    
02 - Document with your name    
03 - Document with your residential address    
04 - No identification pieces    
98 - Other (Specify: _______________________)      
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA    

 
35.  Finally, what did you do? 
 READ IF NECESSARY 
 

01 - Nothing, came back home and did not return  SKIP TO SECTION 8  
02 - Swore an oath with a respondent   SKIP TO SECTION 8 
03 - Went back to find missing documents   SKIP TO Q.37  
98 - Other (Specify: ______________________) 
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA    
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36.  Did you try to find another elector who knows you, so you could swear an oath on your identity and be 
vouched for by that elector?  

 
01 - Yes    
02 - No    

 99 - DK/NA    
IF CODE 02 OR 99 AT Q33, SKIP TO SECTION 8 

 
 
37.  Which documents did you provide to prove your identity and address?  
 DO NOT READ – PROBE IF ONLY ONE DOCUMENT IS MENTIONED: “Did you provide another 

document?” IMPORTANT: CODE A MAXIMUM OF TWO ANSWERS 
 

01 - Driver’s licence    
02 - Health Card    
03 - Social Insurance Number Card    
04 - Birth Certificate    
05 - Canadian Passport    
06 - Certificate of Indian Status    
07 - Certificate of Canadian Citizenship or Citizenship Card    
08 - Credit/Debit Card with elector name    
09 - Canadian Forces Identity Card    
10 - Veterans Affairs Canada Health Card    
11 - Employee Card issued by employer    
12 - Old Age Security Identification Card    
13 - Public Transportation Card    
14 - Student ID Card    
15 - Library Card    
16 - Liquor Identification Card    
17 - Canadian Blood Services/Héma-Québec Card    
18 - Hospital Card    
19 - Fishing Licence    
20 - Wildlife Identification Card    
21 - Hunting Licence    
22 - Firearm Acquisition Card/Firearm Possession Card    
23 - Outdoors Card and Licences    
24 - Provincial/Territorial Identification Card    
25 - Local Community Service Centre Card (CLSC)    
26 - Credit Card Statement    
27 - Bank Statement    
28 - Utility Bill (residential telephone, cable TV, public utilities commission, hydro, gas or water)   
29 - Local Property Tax Assessment    
30 - School, College or University Report Card or Transcript    
31 - Residential Lease, Residential Mortgage Statement or Agreement    
32 - Canada Child Tax Benefit Statement    
33 - Income Tax Assessment Notice    
34 - Insurance Policy    
35 - SKIP vernment Cheque or SKIP vernment Cheque Stub with elector name   
36 - Statement of Employment Insurance Benefits Paid (T4E)    
37 - Canada Pension Plan Statement of Contributions/Quebec Pension Plan Statement of Participation  
38 - Statement of Old Age Security (T4A) or Statement of Canada Pension Plan Benefits (T4AP)   
39 - Statement of Benefits from provincial workplace safety or insurance board    
40 - Statement of Direct Deposit for provincial works or provincial disability support program   
41 - Vehicle Ownership    
42 - Vehicle Insurance    
43 - Attestation of Residence issued by the responsible authorities (shelters, soup kitchens, student/senior 

residences, long-term care facilities, Aboriginal reserves, work camps)    
97 - Other (Specify: _______________________________________________)   
98 - None  
99 - DK/NA   
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SECTION 8: SATISFACTION  
 
38.  Overall, how satisfied are you with the deputy returning officer who asked for and verified your identity at the 

table before you voted? Would you say you are…?  
 
01 - Very satisfied   
02 - Somewhat satisfied  
03 - Somewhat unsatisfied  
04 - Very unsatisfied   
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA    

 
 
39.  Overall, how easy is it to meet the new identification requirements? Would you say that it is… ?   
 READ 
 

01 - Very easy   
02 - Somewhat easy   
03 - Somewhat difficult  
04 - Very difficult    
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA    

 
 
SECTION 9: SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE  
 
To conclude the survey, I would like to ask you a few questions about yourself. Your answers will only be used for 
statistical purposes. Let me remind you that this study is completely confidential. 
 
 
40. What is the highest degree of education you completed?  
 DO NOT READ – CODE ONE ONLY  
  
 01 - Elementary – not completed          
 02 - Elementary completed           
 03 - High School – not completed          
 04 - High School – completed           
 05 - Community College, College of Applied Arts & Technology, CEGEP, commercial school    
 06 - University – no degree           
 07 - University – undergraduate study         
 08 - University – graduate degree          
 99 - DK/NA            
 
 
41.  What would best describe your current employment situation?  
 READ 
 
 01 - Work full-time     SKIP TO Q.43 
 02 - Work part-time      SKIP TO Q.43 
 03 - Unemployed or currently looking for work SKIP TO Q.43 
 04 - Self-employed     SKIP TO Q.43 
 05 - At home full time    SKIP TO Q.43 
 06 - Student      
 07 - Retired     SKIP TO Q.43 
 DO NOT READ 
 99 - DK/NA     SKIP TO Q.43 
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42.  Were you living in a student residence between February 13 and March 17? 
   
 01 - Yes         
 02 - In part         
 03 - No         
 99 - DK/NA        
 
 
43.  To which of the following age groups do you belong? 
 READ 
 

01 - 18 to 24 years old     
02 - 25 to 34 years old     
03 - 35 to 44 years old     
04 - 45 to 64 years old     
05 - 65 years old and over     
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA      

 
 
44. Do you, or a member of your household, currently own or rent your home?  
 DO NOT READ - CODE ONE ONLY 
 
 01 - Own 
 02 - Rent 
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________) 
        99 - DK/NA 
 
 
45.  What is the first language you learned and that you still understand?  
 DO NOT READ - CODE ONE ONLY  
    
 01 - English          
 02 - French          
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)    
 99 - DK/NA               
 
 
46. Are you an Aboriginal person?   
  
 01 - Yes  
 02 - No  SKIP TO Q.48 
 99 - DK/NA SKIP TO Q.48 
 
 
47. Is your primary residence located on a reserve?  
    
 01 - Yes   SKIP  TO Q.49 
 02 - No  SKIP  TO Q.49 
 99 - DK/NA SKIP  TO Q.49 
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48.  To which ethnic or cultural group do you belong?  
 RECORD ONE MENTION ONLY 
 DO NOT READ – IF MULTIPLE ORIGINS, PLEASE ASK THE MAIN ORIGIN, BUT ACCEPT THE ETHNIC 

GROUP BEFORE CATEGORIES SUCH AS “WHITE” OR CAUCASIAN. 
 

01 - Canadian     
02 - English     
03 - French     
04 - Chinese     
05 - Italian      
06 - German     
07 - Scottish     
08 - Indian (from India)    
09 - Irish      
10 - Cri       
11 - Mi’kmaq (Micmac)    
12 - Métis      
13 - Inuit (Eskimo)     
14 - Ukrainian     
15 - Dutch (Netherlands)    
16 - Filipino     
17 - Polish      
18 - Portuguese     
19 - Jewish     
20 - Greek      
21 - Jamaican     
22 - Vietnamese     
23 - Haitian     
24 - Lebanese     
25 - American     
98 - Others: _______    
99 - DK/NA     

 
 
49. What country were you born in?  
  
 01 - Canada  THANK AND SKIP TO Q.51 
 98 - Other (SPECIFY ___________________________________)  
 99 - DK/NA  THANK AND SKIP TO Q.51 
 
 
50. In what year did you come to live in Canada?  
 In what year were you born?   

 

 _____<YEAR, xxxx> 

 9999 – DK/NA 
 
 
This completes our survey. 
Thank you very much for your participation! 
 
 
51.  RECORD GENDER   
  
 01 - Male    
 02 - Female  
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52.  Record electoral riding 
  

01 - Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK)   
02 - Toronto Centre (ON)      
03 - Vancouver Quadra (BC)     
04 - Willowdale (ON)      

  
 
53. Record date of interview (format 4 digits: [MMDD]) 
 
 ____________ 

 [MMDD] 
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Environics Research Group 

12 mars 2008 

 
Élections Canada 

Élections partielles fédérales du 17 mars 2008 (identification des électeurs) dans les 
circonscriptions de Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), 

Vancouver Quadra (BC) et Willowdale (ON) 
Sondage des électeurs 

Questionnaire Final 
 

 
INTRODUCTION - SÉLECTION 

Bonjour/Bonsoir.  Je m’appelle _____________ et je travaille pour Environics, une société de recherche sur 
l’opinion publique.  Je vous appelle au nom d’Élections Canada pour une étude sur les nouvelles mesures 
d’identification des électeurs aux élections fédérales.  
 
Ce sondage est inscrit au système national d’inscription des sondages. 
 
Nous choisissons au hasard des numéros de téléphone, puis nous sélectionnons une personne par foyer.  Pour 
ce faire, nous aimerions parler à la personne de votre foyer, qui a la citoyenneté canadienne, âgée d’au moins 18 
ans le 17 mars dernier, et qui a été la dernière à fêter son anniversaire. 
 
SI AUCUNE PERSONNE ÉLIGIBLE : REMERCIER ET TERMINER. 
SI LA PERSONNE CHOISIE N’EST PAS DISPONIBLE : CONFIRMER LA CITOYENNETÉ CANADIENNE ET 
CONVENIR D’UN RAPPEL. 
SI LA PERSONNE CHOISIE N’EST PAS DISPONIBLE PENDANT LA PÉRIODE PRÉVUE POUR LA 
CUEILLETTE DE DONNÉES : DEMANDER À PARLER À LA DEUXIÈME PERSONNE QUI A FÊTÉ SON 
ANNIVERSAIRE LE PLUS RÉCEMMENT. 
 
UNE FOIS LE RÉPONDANT CHOISI, DEMANDER : Êtes-vous citoyen(ne) canadien(ne) ? 
SI N’EST PAS CITOYEN, DEMANDER À PARLER AU CITOYEN ADULTE QUI, AU SEIN DU MÉNAGE, A FÊTÉ 
SON ANNIVERSAIRE LE PLUS RÉCEMMENT. 
 
SI DEMANDÉ : Répondre au sondage nécessite environ de 10 à 15 minutes. 
 
SI DEMANDÉ : Le système d’inscription a été créé par l’industrie canadienne de la recherche par sondage pour 
permettre au public de vérifier la légitimité d’un sondage, obtenir des renseignements sur l’industrie des sondages 
ou de déposer une plainte.  Le numéro de téléphone sans frais du système d’inscription est le 1-800-554-9996 
(www.mria-arim.ca)  
SI DEMANDÉ : Vous pouvez répondre au sondage même si vous n’avez pas voté à l’élection partielle du 17 
mars. 
AU BESOIN : VÉRIFIER LA PRÉFÉRENCE LINGUISTIQUE DU RÉPONDANT. 

 
 
1.  Habitez-vous dans la circonscription électorale fédérale [Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River (SK), Toronto 

Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (CB) et Willowdale (ON)] au moins depuis le 13 février dernier?   
AU BESOIN, PRÉCISER : Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver 
Quadra (BC) ou Willowdale (ON) 

 
01 - Oui     
02 - Non/NSP/PR  REMERCIER ET TERMINER 
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Votre opinion est donnée tout à fait librement.  Votre décision de participer à cette étude n’aura aucune 
conséquence sur les relations que vous pourriez avoir avec Élections Canada ou toute autre agence du 
gouvernement.  Toute l’information que vous nous communiquerez demeurera strictement anonyme et sera 
diffusée sous forme de statistiques globales seulement. 
 
SECTION 1 :  GÉNÉRALITES 
 
2.  Saviez-vous qu’une élection partielle fédérale a eu lieu dans la circonscription de [Desnethé-Missinippi-

Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (CB) et Willowdale (ON)] le 17 mars dernier ? 
 

01 - Oui    
02 - Non    PASSER À LA Q4 

 99 - NSP/PR   PASSER À LA Q4 
 
 
3.  À partir de quelles sources d’information vous souvenez-vous d’avoir entendu parler de cette élection 

partielle ?  
 SONDER, ENREGISTRER EN ORDRE DE MENTION.  

 
Poste (TOTAL) 
01 - Brochure / dépliant d’Élections Canada reçu au domicile (par la poste) 
02 - Carte d'information de l'électeur (reçue par la poste) 
03 - Carte de rappel (reçue par la poste) 
Autre média (TOTAL) 
05 - Radio 
06 - Télévision 
07 - Journaux 
08 - Site Web d’Élections Canada 
09 - Bouche-à-oreille (amis, membres de la famille, collègues)   
98 - Autre source (PRÉCISER) : ___________________ 
99 - NSP/PR 

 
SECTION 2 :  CARTE D’INFORMATION DE L’ÉLECTEUR 
 
4.  Pendant la campagne, avez-vous reçu une carte d’information de l’électeur qui vous était personnellement 

adressée et qui vous indiquait où et quand voter ? 
 NE PAS LIRE, SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE  
  

01 - Oui    
 02 - Non    PASSER À LA SECTION 3 
 99 - NSP/PR   PASSER À LA SECTION 3 
 
 
5.  Qu’avez-vous fait de cette carte après l’avoir reçue ?   

NE PAS LIRE, SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE 
  

01 - A conservé la carte     
02 - A jeté la carte    

 03 - A recyclé la carte    PASSER À LA Q7 
 04 - L’a emportée au bureau de scrutin  PASSER À LA Q7 

98 - Autre : ___________    PASSER À LA Q7 
99 - NSP/PR     PASSER À LA Q7 

 
6.  Avez-vous emporté votre Carte d’information de l’électeur (CIE) avec vous au bureau de scrutin? 

NE PAS LIRE, SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE 
 

 01 - Oui    
 02 - Non    
 99 - NSP/PR   
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7.  De mémoire, de quoi parlait la Carte d’information de l’électeur? 
 NE PAS LIRE, SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE 

 
01 - Où aller voter       
02 - Quand voter       
03 - Ne peut pas servir de pièce d’identité    
04 - Besoin de produire des pièces d’identité pour voter  
99 - NSP/PR        

 
 
SECTION 3 : DÉPLIANT D’INFORMATION /  CARTE DE RAPPEL 
 
8.  Vous souvenez-vous d’avoir reçu un long dépliant d’information plié en quatre provenant d’Élections 

Canada ?  
 

01 - Oui    PASSER À LA Q10 
 02 - Non     
 99 - NSP/PR   
 
 
9.  Ce dépliant vous informait au sujet des différentes façons de voter et des pièces d’identité acceptées. Il 

montrait aussi le haut d’une personne en noir avec un X blanc sur la tête. Est-ce que ça vous dit quelque 
chose ?  

 
 01 - Oui     
 02 - Peut-être/Vaguement   
 03 - Non    PASSER À LA SECTION 4 
 99 - NSP/PR   PASSER À LA SECTION 4 
 
 
10. Avez-vous conservé ce dépliant ? 
 
 01 - Oui    
 02 - Non    
 99 - NSP/PR    
 
 
11.  De mémoire, vous souvenez-vous de quoi il parlait ?   

NE PAS LIRE, SONDER EN PROFONDEUR, ENREGISTRER TEL QUEL, EN ORDRE DE MENTION. 
 
01 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité ET de résidence lors du vote   
02 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité OU de résidence lors du vote   
03 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité lors du vote     
04 - Il faut présenter une preuve de résidence lors du vote     
05 - Il y a de nouvelles mesures d’identification (sans précision)    
06 - Rappel du vote         
07 - Incitation à voter         
08 - Date de l’élection         
09 - Numéro de téléphone        
10 - Site Web (elections.ca)        
11 - Heure d’ouverture des bureaux de vote      
12 - Vote par anticipation         
98 - Autre (préciser) : ______________ 
99 - NSP/PR    PASSER À LA SECTION 4 
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12.  Diriez-vous que l’information contenue dans ce dépliant était …?  
  
 LIRE 

01 - Très bien présentée    
02 - Plutôt bien présentée    
03 - Plutôt mal présentée   
04 - Très mal présentée   

    99 - NSP/PR     
 
 
SECTION 4 : MÉDIAS 
 
 
13. Vous souvenez-vous d’avoir vu une publicité d’Élections Canada dans les journaux au sujet de l’élection 

partielle ?  
 

01 - Oui      
02 - Non     PASSER À LA Q15 
99 - NSP/PR    PASSER À LA Q15 
 
 

14. De mémoire, de 2uoi parlait cette publicité?   
NE PAS LIRE, SONDER EN PROFONDEUR, ENREGISTRER TEL QUEL, EN ORDRE DE MENTION. 

 
01 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité ET de résidence lors du vote   
02 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité OU de résidence lors du vote   
03 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité lors du vote     
04 - Il faut présenter une preuve de résidence lors du vote     
05 - Il y a de nouvelles mesures d’identification (sans spécification)    
06 - Rappel du vote          
07 - Incitation à voter          
08 -Date de l’élection         
09 - Numéro de téléphone         
10 - Site Web (elections.ca)         
11 - Heure d’ouverture des bureaux de vote       
12 - Vote par anticipation         
98 - Autre (préciser) : ______________ 
99 - NSP/PR           

 
 
15.  Cette publicité présentait une carte géographique de la circonscription [Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River 

(SK), Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (CB) et Willowdale (ON)], la date de l’élection, et les pièces 
d’identité acceptées pour prouver son identité et sa résidence.  Est-ce que ça vous dit quelque chose ? 

 
01 - Oui     
02 - Peut-être/Vaguement   
03 - Non     
99 - NSP/PR     

 
 
16.  Vous souvenez-vous d’avoir entendu une annonce d’Élections Canada à la radio à propos de l’élection 

partielle ?  
 

01 - Oui     
02 - Non     PASSER À LA Q18 
99 - NSP/PR    PASSER À LA Q18 
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17.  De mémoire, de quoi parlait cette annonce ? 
NE PAS LIRE, SONDER EN PROFONDEUR, ENREGISTRER TEL QUEL, EN ORDRE DE MENTION. 
 
01 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité ET de résidence lors du vote   
02 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité OU de résidence lors du vote   
03 - Il faut présenter une preuve d’identité lors du vote      
04 - Il faut présenter une preuve de résidence lors du vote     
05 - Il y a de nouvelles mesures d’identification (sans spécification)    
06 - Rappel du vote          
07 - Incitation à voter          
08 - Date de l’élection         
09 - Numéro de téléphone         
10 - Site Web (elections.ca)         
11 - Heure d’ouverture des bureaux de vote       
12 - Vote par anticipation         
98 - Autre (préciser) : ______________ 
99 - NSP/PR           

 
 
18. Cette annonce décrivait trois options concernant les pièces d’identité acceptées pour prouver son identité et 

sa résidence et la possibilité de déclarer son identité sous serment.  Est-ce que ça vous dit quelque chose ? 
 

01 - Oui      
02 - Peut-être/Vaguement    
03 - Non      
99 - NSP/PR      

 
 
SECTION 5 : LE VOTE 
 
19. Avez-vous voté lors de l’élection partielle le 17 septembre dernier ? 
 

01 - Oui     PASSER À LA Q22 
02 - Non      
03 - A essayé, mais a été refusé  PASSER À LA Q22 
99 - NSP/PR    PASSER À LA SECTION 9 
 
 

20. [POSER SEULEMENT SI « NON » À LA Q19] Quelle est la raison principale pour laquelle vous n’avez pas 
voté? 
NE PAS LIRE 
 
01 - Manque de temps / Trop occupé / Surcharge de Travail    
02 - Voter ne fait aucune différence / Désillusionnement / Ne changera rien  
03 - Ne sait pas pour qui voter / Quels sont les enjeux / Manque d’intérêt.  
04 - Sera absent ou en vacances lors de l’élection       
05 - Ne sait pas où voter / Pas inscrit sur la liste     
06 - Limitation fonctionnelle/ Maladie       
07 - Ne sait pas          
98 - Autres [Préciser _______________]        
99 - NSP/PR           

 
21. Les nouvelles mesures d’identification ont-elles quelque chose à voir avec le fait que vous n’avez pas voté?  
 

01 - Oui   
02 - Non   
99 - NSP/PR   
 
PASSER À LA SECTION 9 
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22.  Parmi les quatre moyens suivants, lequel avez-vous pris pour voter ?  Était-ce… ? 
LIRE DANS L’ORDRE – UNE SEULE RÉPONSE 
 

 01 - Au bureau de vote le jour d’élection ?      
 02 - Au bureau de vote par anticipation ?      
 03 - Au bureau du directeur du scrutin ?      
 04 - Par la poste ?         
 NE PAS LIRE       
 98 - Aucune de ces méthodes (PRÉCISER _________)    
 99 - NSP/PR         
 
 
23. Avant d’aller voter, saviez-vous que les électeurs doivent maintenant présenter une preuve d’identité ET une 

preuve de résidence pour voter aux élections fédérales ? 
 
 01 - Oui    
 02 - Non     PASSER À LA SECTION 6 
 99 - NSP/PR    PASSER À LA SECTION 6 
 
 
24. À partir de quelles sources d’information avez-vous entendu parler de cette nouvelle exigence ?  
 NE PAS LIRE - SONDER, ENREGISTRER EN ORDRE DE MENTION. 
 

Poste (TOTAL)  
01 - Brochure / dépliant d’Élections Canada reçu au domicile (par la poste)  
02 - Carte d'information de l'électeur (reçue par la poste)  
03 - Carte de rappel (reçue par la poste)  
Autre média (TOTAL)  
05 - Radio  
06 - TV  
07 - Journaux  
08 - Site Web d’Élections Canada  
09 - Bouche-à-oreille (amis, famille, collègues)  
10 - Je l’ai appris au moment de voter  
98 - Autre source (PRÉCISER) : ___________________  
99 - NSP/PR 
 
 

25. Dans quelle mesure considérez-vous que vous étiez bien informé, avant le jour du vote, sur les façons de 
vous identifier pour voter à cette élection partielle fédérale?  Diriez-vous que vous vous sentiez très bien 
informé, assez bien informé, pas très bien informé ou pas du tout informé? 

 
01 - rès bien informé    
02 - Assez bien informé   
03 - Pas très bien informé   
04 - Pas du tout informé   
99 - NSP/NRP     
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SECTION 6 : ATTITUDES 
 
26. Tout considéré, quelle est votre attitude face à l’idée que les électeurs doivent prouver leur identité pour voter 

à une élection fédérale?  Diriez-vous…  
LIRE 
 
01 - Très positive  PASSER À LA SECTION 7 
02 - Plutôt positive  PASSER À LA SECTION 7 
03 - Plutôt négative   
04 - Très négative   
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP  PASSER À LA SECTION 7 

 
 
27. Quelle est la raison principale qui fait que votre attitude envers les nouvelles mesures d’identification est 

négative? 
 
____________________ 
99 - NSP/NRP  

 
 
SECTION 7 : EXPERIÉNCE AU BUREAU DE VOTE 
 
 
POSER LA SECTION 7 UNIQUEMENT À CEUX QUI SONT ALLÉS AU BUREAU DE SCRUTIN (CODE 1 ET 3 À 
LA Q19), LE JOUR DE L’ÉLECTION (CODE 1 À LA Q21) OU PENDANT LES JOURS DE VOTE PAR 
ANTICIPATION (CODE 2 À LA Q21).  
 
NON-VOTANTS (CODE 2 À LA Q19), NSP/PR (CODE 99 À LA Q22) PASSER À LA SECTION 9. 
 
CEUX QUI ONT VOTÉ AU BUREAU DU DIRECTEUR DE SCRUTIN (CODE 3 À LA Q22) PASSER À LA 
SECTION 8. 
 
CEUX QUI ONT VOTÉ PAR LA POSTE (CODE 4 À LA Q22) PASSER À LA SECTION 9. 
 
Vous avez dit que vous avez [voté (CODE 1 À LA Q19)/tenté de voter (CODE 3 À LA Q19)] lors de l’élection 
partielle du 17 mars dernier. J’ai quelques questions à vous poser à propos de votre expérience au bureau de 
vote [par anticipation (CODE 2 À LA Q22)].  
 
NOTA : LES BUREAUX DE SCRUTIN POUR LE VOTE PAR ANTICIPATION (CODE 2 À LA Q22) SONT 
OUVERTS DE MIDI A 20 HEURES SEULEMENT (CODES 6 A 13 CI-DESSOUS). LE JOUR DE L’ELECTION 
(CODE 1 À LA Q22), LES BUREAUX DE SCRUTIN SONT OUVERTS PENDANT 12 HEURES 
CONSECUTIVES.  
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28.  Vous souvenez-vous de l’heure à laquelle vous êtes arrivé au bureau de scrutin ?  
 LIRE AU BESOIN – INSCRIRE UNE SEULE RÉPONSE 
 

 Bureau de scrutin 
ordinaire 

Bureau de vote 
par anticipation 

Avant 8 heures  01 - 
Entre 8 et 9 heures  02 - 
Entre 9 et 10 heures 03 - 
Entre 10 et 11 heures  04 - 
Entre 11 heures et midi  05 05 
Entre midi et 13 heures  06 06 
Entre 13 heures et 14 heures 07 07 
Entre 14 heures et 15 heures 08 08 
Entre 15 heures et 16 heures 09 09 
Entre 16 heures et 17 heures 10 10 
Entre 17 heures et 18 heures 11 11 
Entre 18 heures et 19 heures 12 12 
Entre 19 heures et 20 heures 13 13 
Entre 20 heures et 21 heures 14 - 
Après 21 heures  15 - 
NSP/NRP  99 99 

 
 
29. Diriez-vous qu’à cause du processus d’identification des électeurs, le déroulement du vote a été beaucoup 

ralenti, un peu ralenti ou n’a pas du tout été affecté?  
 

01 - Beaucoup ralenti  
02 - Un peu ralenti   
03 - Pas du tout affecté  
99 - NSP/NRP    

 
 
30. À l’intérieur du bureau de vote, avez-vous remarqué une grande affiche expliquant les trois options 

d’identification permettant aux électeurs de voter ? 
 

01 - Oui   
02 - Non   
99 – NSP/NRP    

 
 
31. Avez-vous rencontré des difficultés au bureau de vote en rapport avec les nouvelles mesures d’identification? 
 

01 - Oui (Préciser)______________________________  
02 - Non   
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 
32. En arrivant au bureau de vote, est-ce qu’un individu vous a accueilli et invité à préparer vos documents 

d’identification avant de vous diriger dans une ligne appropriée? 
 

01 - Oui   
02 - Non   
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
33.  Aviez-vous en votre possession les documents requis pour vous identifier? 
 

01 - Oui       PASSER À LA Q37 
02 - Non   

  99 - NSP/NRP  
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34. Quel type de pièces d'identité ou document vous manquait-il?  
  LIRE AU BESOIN / ENTRER TOUTES LES RÉPONSES 
 

01 - Un document avec votre photo     
02 - Un document avec votre nom    
03 - Un document avec votre adresse résidentielle  
04 - Vous n’aviez aucune pièce d’identité sur vous  
98 - Autre (Précisez :______________________) 
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP       

 
 
 35. Finalement, qu’avez-vous fait?  

LIRE AU BESOIN 
 
01 - Rien, retourné à la maison et pas revenu   
02 - Déclaration d’identité sous serment avec répondant PASSER À LA SECTION 8 
03 - Retourné chercher pièces manquantes PASSER À LA Q37 
98 - Autre (Précisez : ___________________________)  PASSER À LA SECTION 8 
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 
36. Avez-vous cherché à trouver un autre électeur qui vous connaît afin qu’il agisse comme répondant pour 

attester sous serment votre identité?  
 

01 - Oui   
02 - Non   
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 

SI CODE 1 ou 2 À Q33, PASSER À LA SECTION 8 
 
 
37. Quels documents avez-vous utilisés pour prouver votre identité et votre adresse résidentielle? NE PAS LIRE - 

SONDER SI UN SEUL DOCUMENT MENTIONNÉ : « AVEZ-VOUS UTILISÉ UN AUTRE DOCUMENT? » – 
IMPORTANT : CODER JUSQU’À DEUX RÉPONSES) 

 
01 - Permis de conduire  
02 - Carte d'assurance-maladie  
03 - Carte d'assurance-sociale  
04 - Certificat de naissance  
05 - Passeport canadien  
06 - Certificat du statut d'Indien  
07 - Certificat de citoyenneté canadienne ou carte de citoyenneté  
08 - Carte de crédit ou de débit avec nom de l'électeur  
09 - Carte d'identité des Forces canadiennes  
10 - Carte d'identité des soins de santé des Anciens combattants  
11 - Carte d'identité d'employé produite par l'employeur  
12 - Carte d'identité de la sécurité de la vieillesse  
13 - Carte de transport en commun  
14 - Carte d'identité d'étudiant  
15 - Carte de bibliothèque  
16 - Carte d'identité d'une société des alcools  
17 - Carte de la Société canadienne du sang/Héma-Québec  
18 - Carte d'hôpital  
19 - Permis de pêche  
20 - Carte d'identité de la faune  
21 - Permis de chasse  
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22 - Carte d'acquisition/Permis de possession d'armes à feu  
23 - Carte Plein air et permis  
24 - Carte d'identité provinciale/territoriale  
25 - Carte d'un centre local de services communautaires (CLSC)  
26 - Relevé de carte de crédit  
27 - État de compte bancaire  
28 - Facture d'un service public (téléphone résidentiel, télédistribution, 

commission des services publics, électricité, gaz ou eau)  
29 - Évaluation municipale de l'impôt foncier  
30 - Bulletin scolaire ou relevé de notes d'études secondaires, collégiales ou 

universitaires  
31 - Bail d'habitation, état de compte de prêt hypothécaire, acte d'hypothèque  
32 - Prestation fiscale canadienne pour enfants - État des revenus  
33 - Avis de cotisation de l'impôt sur le revenu  
34 - Police d'assurance  
35 - Chèque ou talon de paie du gouvernement avec nom de l'électeur  
36 - État des prestations d'assurance-emploi versées (T4E)  
37 - État de compte du cotisant au Régime de pensions du Canada/ Relevé de 

participation au Régime des rentes du Québec  
38 - Relevé de la sécurité de la vieillesse (T4A) ou État des prestations du 

Régime de pensions du Canada (T4AP)  
39 - États des prestations d'une commission provinciale de santé et sécurité au 

travail ou de l'assurance contre les accidents du travail  
40 - Relevé de dépôt direct d'un régime provincial d'accidents du travail ou d'un 

programme de soutien aux personnes handicapées  
41 - Document de propriété d'un véhicule  
42 - Document d'assurance d'un véhicule  
43 - Attestation de résidence délivrée par des autorités responsables (refuges, 

soupes populaires, résidences pour étudiants ou personnes âgées, 
établissements de soins de longue durée, réserves autochtones, camps de 
travail) 

97 - Autre (Préciser : ____________________________________________)  
98 - Aucun 
99 - NSP/NRP  

  
 
SECTION 8 : SATISFACTION   
    
38. Dans l’ensemble, quel est votre degré de satisfaction à l’égard du scrutateur qui a vérifié votre identité à la 

table avant de voter?  Diriez-vous que vous en avez été…?   
 

01 - Très satisfait   
02 - Plutôt satisfait   
03 - Plutôt insatisfait  
04 - Très insatisfait   
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 
39. Dans l’ensemble, jusqu’à quel point est-il facile de satisfaire aux nouvelles mesures d’identification? Diriez-

vous qu’il est très facile, plutôt facile, plutôt difficile ou très difficile? 
   LIRE 

 
01 - Très facile   
02 - Plutôt facile   
03 - Plutôt difficile   
04 - Très difficile    
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP    
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SECTION 9 : CARACTÉRISTIQUES SOCIODÉMOGRAPHIQUES 
 
Pour terminer, j’aimerais vous poser quelques questions sur vous-même. Vos réponses seront utilisées 
uniquement à des fins statistiques. Je vous rappelle que cette étude est entièrement confidentielle. 
 
40. Quel niveau de scolarité le plus élevé avez-vous complété ? 

NE PAS LIRE – SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE  
 

 01 - Une partie du primaire     
 02 - Niveau primaire complété    
 03 - Une partie du secondaire    
 04 - Niveau secondaire complété     
 05 - Collège communautaire, formation prof.,    

école de métier, cours commercial, Cégep   
 06 - Quelques cours universitaires    
 07 - Diplôme universitaire de premier cycle   
 08 - Études supérieures/École de profession   
 99 - NSP/PR      
 
 
41. Laquelle des catégories suivantes décrit le mieux votre situation d’emploi?   
 LIRE 
 

01 - Employé(e) à temps plein    PASSER À LA Q43 
02 - Employé(e) à temps partiel    PASSER À LA Q43 
03 - Sans emploi ou à la recherche de travail  PASSER À LA Q43 
04 - Travailleur (se) autonome    PASSER À LA Q43 
05 - Au foyer à temps plein     PASSER À LA Q43 
06 - Étudiant(e)                            
07 - Retraité(e) (ne travaille pas)    PASSER À LA Q43 
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP      PASSER À LA Q43 

 
 
42. Est-ce que vous habitiez dans une résidence pour étudiants entre le 13 février et le 17 mars ?  
 
 01 - Oui   
 02 - En partie  
 03 - Non   
 99 - NSP/NRP  
 
 
43. Dans laquelle des catégories d’âge suivantes vous situez-vous ? 
 LIRE 
 
 01 - 18 à 24 ans       
 02 - 25 à 34 ans       
 03 - 35 à 44 ans       
 04 - 45 à 64 ans       
 05 - 65 ans et plus       

NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/PR       
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44. Est-ce que vous ou un membre de votre ménage êtes propriétaire ou locataire de votre logement ? 
 NE PAS LIRE – SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE  
 
 01 - Propriétaire  
 02 - Locataire  
 98 - Autre (PRÉCISER ___________________________________) 
 99 - NSP/PR  
  
     
45. Quelle est la première langue que vous avez apprise et que vous comprenez encore ? 
 NE PAS LIRE – SAISIR UNE SEULE RÉPONSE  
 
 01 - Anglais 
 02 - Français 
 98 - Autre (PRÉCISER ___________________________________) 
       99 - NSP/PR 
 
 
46. Êtes-vous autochtone ? 
  
 01 - Oui  
  02 - Non  PASSER À LA Q48 
 99 - NSP/PR  PASSER À LA Q48 
 
 
47. Est-ce que votre résidence principale se trouve dans une réserve ? 
 
 01 - Oui   PASSER À LA Q49 
 02 - Non  PASSER À LA Q49 
 99 - NSP/PR  PASSER À LA Q48  
 
 
48. Pouvez-vous me dire quelle est votre origine ethnique ou culturelle ?  NE PAS LIRE – SI ORIGINE 

MULTIPLE, DEMANDER LA PRINCIPALE, MAIS ACCEPTER LES MINORITÉS VISIBLES EN PRIORITÉ 
DEVANT LES « BLANCS » OU CAUCASIENS 

 
01 -Canadien 
02 - Anglais 
03 - Français 
04 - Chinois 
05 - Italien 
06 - Allemand 
07 - Écossais 
08 - Indien de l’Inde 
09 - Irlandais 
10 - Cri 
11 - Mi’kmaq (micmac) 
12 - Métis 
13 - Inuit (esquimau) 
14 - Ukrainien 
15 - Hollandais 
16 - Philippin 
17 - Polonais 
18 - Portugais 
19 - Juif 
20 - Grec 
21 - Jamaïcain 
22 - Vietnamien 
23 - Haïtien 
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24 - Libanais 
25 - Américain 
98 - Autres : _______ 
99 - Ne sait pas 

 
 
49. Dans quel pays êtes-vous né(e) ? 
 
 01 - Canada   REMERCIER ET PASSER À LA Q51 
 98 - Autre (PRÉCISER ___________________________________) 
 99 - NSP/PR        REMERCIER ET PASSER À LA Q51 
 
 
50. En quelle année êtes-vous venu vivre au Canada ? 
 
 _____<ANNÉE, xxxx> 
  9999 - NSP/PR 
 
 
Ceci complète notre sondage. Merci beaucoup pour votre participation ! 
 
 
51.  ENREGISTRER LE SEXE  
  

01 - Homme    
 02 - Femme  
 
 
52.  ENREGISTRER LA CIRCONSCRIPTION 
 
 01 - Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River (SK)  

02 - Toronto Centre (ON)     
03 - Vancouver Quadra (CB)     
04 - Willowdale (ON)     

 
 
53. ENREGISTRER DATE DE L’ENTREVUE (FORMAT MMJJ) 
 

_________________ 
(MMJJ) 
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Environics Research Group 

March 13, 2008 

 
 

Elections Canada 
March 17, 2008 Federal By-election (voter identification) in Desnethé—Missinippi—

Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (BC) and Willowdale (ON)  
 

Election Officers Survey 
Final Questionnaire  

 
 
ELECTION OFFICERS WERE INFORMED DURING THEIR TRAINING THAT THEY WOULD POSSIBLY BE 
CALLED BY A SURVEY FIRM FOR AN INTERVIEW. 
 
ASK TO SPEAK WITH MR./MS XXX.  IDENTIFY LANGUAGE OF CHOICE. 
 
IF NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME, ARRANGE FOR A CALL-BACK. 
 
IF NOT AVAILABLE OVER THE INTERVIEW PERIOD, DO NOT CALL AGAIN. 
 
 
SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Hello [Mr./Ms XXX]. I’m calling you on behalf of Elections Canada. My name is ___________________from 
Environics, a public opinion research company. We are conducting telephone interviews with election officers who 
worked at the federal by-election last March 17 in [Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre 
(ON), Vancouver Quadra (BC), Willowdale (ON)]. It will take about [7] minutes of your time. 
 
Giving your opinion is completely voluntary. Your decision to do so will not affect any of your current or future 
dealings with Elections Canada. All the information you provide will be kept anonymous and reported in aggregate 
form only. 
 
Accepting to do this interview will provide Elections Canada with important feedback on the very first 
implementation of the new identification requirements at federal elections. 
 
IF HESITATES: Would there be a better time for us to call you?  

 
01  - Accepts    
02 - Call at a later time Mr/Ms xxx, when would be a convenient time to call you back? (RECORD DATE 

AND TIME_____). Thank you Mr/Ms xxx. I will call you back on (RECORDED 
DATE AND TIME). Good-bye. 

03 - Refusal  Mr/Ms xxx, thank you for your time, good-bye. 
 
 

 
 
1A.   Did you work on advance polling days, on election day, or both? 
 

01 - Advance polling days    
02 - Election day    
03 - Both   
99 - DK/NA  TERMINATE 
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1B.  What was your position?  
 IF “BOTH” (CODE 3) AT Q1A, ASK FOR THE POSITION ON ELECTION DAY – MARCH 17, 2007. 
 READ 
 

01 - Central poll supervisor    
02 - Deputy returning officer    
03 - Poll clerk    
04 - Information officer    
05 - Other (Specify:__________________)    
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA    

 
2.  Was it your first working experience at a polling station for a federal election? 
  
 01 - Yes 
 02 - No   
 99 - DK/NA  
 
 
SECTION 2: SATISFACTION  
 
Throughout this interview, we will use the term « identification » to mean the new requirements asking electors to 
prove their identity and residential address in order to vote at federal elections. 
 
3.  Overall, how well did the identification of electors proceed during the vote? Would you say?  
 READ  
 

01 - Very well   
02 - Somewhat well   
03 - Not very well   
04 - Not well at all   
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA   

 
4.  Would you say that, as a result of the new identification requirements, voting took a lot longer, a little longer 

or was not affected? 
 DO NOT READ 
 

01 - A lot longer    
02 - A little longer    
03 - Not affected  SKIP TO Q.6 
99 - DK/NA      

 
5.  Would you say that voting took longer during all voting hours or only at peak periods? 
 DO NOT READ 
 

01 - All voting hours    
02 - Peak periods     
99 - DK/NA     
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SECTION 3: PROCEEDINGS  
 
 
6.  When it came to identifying themselves before voting, would you say that the reaction of electors to the 

identification requirements was generally…?  
 READ 
  

01 - Very favourable    
02 - Somewhat favourable    
03 - Somewhat unfavourable   
04 - Very unfavourable    
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA     

 
7.  Generally, how well informed did electors seem about the new identification requirements and the accepted 

pieces of identification? Were they very well informed, somewhat well informed, not very well informed or not 
at all informed?  

 DO NOT READ 
 

01 - Very well informed    
02 - Somewhat well informed   
03 - Not very well informed   
04 - Not at all informed    
99 - DK/NA      

 
8. Did you have to deal (...) with an elector annoyed by the new identification requirements?  

READ 
 
01 - Often       
02 - A few times      
03 - Never       
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA      

 
9.  Did you personally experience any specific problems when verifying the identity and address of electors?  

DO NOT READ 
 
01 - Yes     
02 - No    SKIP TO Q12 
99 - DK/NA      

 
10.  Could you briefly describe the type of problems?  
 DO NOT READ - PROBE FOR UP TO 3 RESPONSES  
 
 __________ 
 
11.  Did you have to consult the returning officer (...) to solve these problems? 
 READ 
 

01 - Often     
02 - A few times     
03 - Never     
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA     
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12.  In your opinion, what was the one most frequent problem electors had in proving their identity? 
 DO NOT READ 
 

01 - No identification card      
02 - Identification cards not accepted    
03 - Could not find another elector to swear an oath   
98 - Other (Specify:__________________________)  
99 - DK/NA       

 
13.  Did candidates’ representatives become involved in the identification process of electors? 
 DO NOT READ 

 
01 - Yes     
02 - No     

 99 - DK/NA  
 
14A. ASK TO DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICERS ONLY (CODE 02 AT Q.1B). INFORMATION OFFICERS 

(CODE 04 AT Q.1B) SKIP TO Q14B.  ALL OTHERS SKIP TO Q15. 
 To how many electors did you have to refuse a ballot because they did not meet the new identification  

requirements?  
 PROBE IF NECESSARY: Approximately? 
  
 ____  
 99 - DK/NA      
 
14B. ASK TO INFORMATION OFFICERS ONLY (CODE 04 AT Q.1B). OTHERS SKIP TO Q15. 
 Approximately, how many electors did not have their ID documents when they showed up at the poll?  
  
 ____  
 99 - DK/NA      
 
ASK ALL 
15.  Did it happen (…) that electors thought they could use their voter information card as a piece of identification 

to vote? 
READ 
 
01 - Often     
02 - A few times     
03 - Never     
DO NOT READ 
99 - 99 - DK/NA     

 
 
SECTION 4: TRAINING, BINGO CARDS & TALLY SHEETS  
 
16. Generally speaking, how well trained and prepared would you say you were to conduct this by-election? 

Would you say you were…?  
 READ 
 

01 - Very well trained    
02 - Somewhat well    
03 - Not very well    
04 - Not well at all    
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA    
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17.  How well trained and prepared would you say you were to implement the new identification requirements for 
electors? Would you say you were…? 

 
01 - Very well trained    
02 - Somewhat well    
03 - Not very well    
04 - Not well at all    
DO NOT READ 

 99 - DK/NA 
 
18.  Thinking about the “bingo cards” used to keep track of the electors who voted, would you say that the 

training you received provided enough information on how to use them? 
 
 IF ASKED, READ: The “bingo card” refers to the form titled “Statement of the electors who have voted on 

polling day” used to record the identifier number of electors who came to vote to provide to the candidates’ 
representatives on a regular basis.  

     
DO NOT READ 
01 - Yes   
02 - No   
VOLUNTEERED 
98 - Not quite/Almost/For the most part  
99 - DK/NA                                            

 
19.  Would you say that the “bingo card” was very easy, somewhat easy, somewhat difficult or very difficult to 

use?  
 DO NOT READ 

 
01 - Very easy    
02 - Somewhat easy    
03 - Somewhat difficult     
04 - Very difficult    
99 - DK/NA    

 
20.  Would you say that the implementation of these forms generally worked very well, fairly well, not very well or 

not well at all?  
 DO NOT READ 

 
01 - Very well    
02 – Fairly well    
03 – Not very well     
04 – Not well at all    

 99 - DK/NA 
 
21.  ASK ONLY THOSE WHO WORKED ON ELECTION DAY (CODE 02 OR 03 AT Q.1A). ADVANCE POLL 

WORKERS (CODE 01 AT Q.1A) SKIP TO Q.22. 
 On election day, would you say that the candidates’ representatives generally used the “bingo card”? 
     DO NOT READ 

 
01 - Yes   
02 - No   
VOLUNTEERED 
98 - Not quite/Almost/For the most part  
99 - DK/NA                                            
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22.  How satisfied were the candidates’ representatives with the way these forms were presented to them? Were 
they…? 

     READ 
 
01 - Very satisfied                   
02 - Somewhat satisfied          
03 - Not very satisfied             
04 - Not at all satisfied             
99 - DK/NA                        

 
23.  ASK DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICERS AND POLL CLERKS (CODE 02 OR 03 AT Q.1B).  
 OTHERS SKIP TO SECTION 5.  
 Thinking about the “summary reports” used to record all pieces of identification used by voters, would you 

say that the training you received provided enough information on how to use them? 
DO NOT READ 
 
01 - Yes   
02 - No   
DO NOT READ 
98 - Not quite/Almost/For the most part  
99 - DK/NA                                            

 
24.  ASK DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICERS AND POLL CLERKS (CODE 02 OR 03 AT Q.1B).  
 OTHERS SKIP TO SECTION 5.  
 Would you say that the “summary reports” were very easy, somewhat easy, somewhat difficult or very 
 difficult to fill out? 
 IF NECESSARY, REMIND RESPONDENT: The summary reports were used to record all pieces of 

identification used by voters. 
 DO NOT READ 
 

01 - Very easy    
02 - Somewhat easy    
03 - Somewhat difficult     
04 - Very difficult    
99 - DK/NA    

 
 
SECTION 5: SOCIODEMOGRAPHICS  
 
To conclude the survey, I would like to ask you a few questions about yourself. Your answers will solely be used 
for statistical purposes. Let me remind you that this study is totally confidential. 
 
25.  To which of the following age groups do you belong? 

READ 
 
01 - Under 18 years old     
02 - 18 to 24 years old     
03 - 25 to 34 years old     
04 - 35 to 44 years old     
05 - 45 to 64 years old     
06 - 65 years old and over     
DO NOT READ 
99 - DK/NA      
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26.  To which ethnic or cultural group do you belong? 
 DO NOT READ – IF MULTIPLE ORIGINS, PLEASE ASK THE MAIN ORIGIN, BUT ACCEPT THE ETHNIC 

GROUP BEFORE CATEGORIES SUCH AS “WHITE” OR CAUCASIAN. 
 

01 - Canadian     
02 - English     
03 - French     
04 - Chinese     
05 - Italian      
06 - German     
07 - Scottish     
08 - Indian (from India)    
09 - Irish      
10 - Cri       
11 - Mi’kmaq (Micmac)    
12 - Métis      
13 - Inuit (Eskimo)     
14 - Ukrainian     
15 - Dutch (Netherlands)    
16 - Filipino     
17 - Polish      
18 - Portuguese     
19 - Jewish     
20 - Greek      
21 - Jamaican     
22 - Vietnamese     
23 - Haitian     
24 - Lebanese     
25 - American     
98 - Others: _______    
99 - DK/NA     

 
 
This concludes the interview. On behalf of Elections Canada, I thank you for your time.  Please be assured that 
the findings of this research will be used as statistical information and that all information you have provided will 
be kept anonymous. TERMINATE. 
 
 
RECORD 
 
27.  Gender 
  
 01 - Male    
 02 - Female 
 
28. Language of interview 
 

01 - English      
02 - French      

 
29.  Federal electoral district 

 
01 - Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK)   
02 - Toronto Centre (ON)      
03 - Vancouver Quadra (BC)     

 04 - Willowdale (ON) 
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Environics Research Group 
13 mars 2008 

 
 

Élections Canada 
Élections partielles fédérales du 17 mars 2008 (identification des électeurs) dans les 

circonscriptions de Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), 
Vancouver Quadra (BC) et Willowdale (ON) 

 
Sondage des employés d’élection 

Questionnaire Final 
 

 
INTERVIEWEUR : les employés d’élections ont été informés pendant leur formation qu’une firme de sondage les 
contacterait pour une entrevue. 
 
DEMANDER À PARLER AVEC M./Mme xxx.  PRÉCISER LA LANGUE D’ENTREVUE PRÉFÉRÉE DU 
RÉPONDANT 
 
SI NON DISPONIBLE, CONVENIR D’UN RAPPEL. 
 
SI NON DISPONIBLE AU COURS DE LA PÉRIODE D’ENTREVUE, NE PLUS RAPPELER. 

 
 
SECTION 1 : INTRODUCTION  

Bonjour [M./Mme XXX]. Je vous appelle au nom d’Élections Canada.  Mon nom est ____ d’Environics, une 
société de recherche sur l’opinion publique. Nous réalisons présentement des entrevues par téléphone auprès 
des personnes qui ont travaillé à l’élection partielle fédérale du 17 mars dernier dans [LIRE le nom de la 
circonscription – Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River (SK), Toronto Centre (ON), Vancouver Quadra (C.-B.) et 
Willowdale (ON)].  
 
Cela prendra environ 7 minutes.  
 
Votre opinion est donnée tout à fait librement. Votre décision de participer à cette étude n’aura aucune 
conséquence sur vos interactions actuelles ou futures avec Élections Canada. Toute l’information que vous nous 
communiquez demeurera strictement anonyme et sera diffusée sous forme de statistiques globales seulement.   
 
En acceptant cette entrevue, vous transmettez des points de vue précieux sur la toute première mise en 
application des nouvelles mesures d’identification des électeurs aux élections fédérales. 
 
SI HÉSITE : Y aurait-il un meilleur moment pour que nous vous rappelions ?   
 

01 – Accepte 
02 – Appeler à un autre moment M./Mme xxx, quel serait un meilleur moment pour vous rappeler ? 

(Enregistrez la date et l’heure ____________).  Merci M./Mme xxx, je 
vous rappellerai le (date et heure enregistrées).  Au revoir. 

03 – Refus M./Mme xxx, merci pour votre temps.  Au revoir. 
 

 
 
1A. Avez-vous travaillé pendant le vote par anticipation, le jour de l’élection ou les deux ? 
 

01 - Pendant le vote par anticipation    
02 - Le jour de l’élection    
03 - Les deux   
99 - NSP/Refus TERMINER 

1B. Quelle était votre fonction ?  
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 SI « LES DEUX » (CODE 3) À LA Q1A, POSER POUR LA FONCTION LE JOUR DE L’ÉLECTION – LE 17 
MARS 2008 
LIRE 

 
01 - Superviseur de centre de scrutin           
02 - Scrutateur                                                   
03 - Greffier                                                       
04 - Préposé à l’information                            
05 - Autre (Préciser :_________________)  

 NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP                                                        

 
 
2. S’agissait-il de votre première expérience de travail dans un bureau de vote lors d’une élection fédérale ? 
 

01 - Oui  
02 - Non   
99 - NSP/NRP  

 
 
SECTION 2 : SATISFACTION 
 
Tout au long de notre entrevue, nous entendons par « identification » les nouvelles mesures demandant aux 
électeurs de prouver leur identité et leur adresse résidentielle pour voter à une élection fédérale. 
 
3. Dans l’ensemble, jusqu’à quel point diriez-vous que l’identification des électeurs s’est bien déroulée pendant 

le vote ?  Diriez-vous qu’elle s’est… ?   
 (LIRE) 
 

01 - Très bien déroulée                   
02 - Plutôt bien déroulée                 
03 - Pas très bien déroulée              
04 - Pas bien déroulée du tout         

 NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP                                     

 
 
4. Diriez-vous qu’à cause des nouvelles mesures d’identification, le déroulement du vote a été beaucoup ralenti, 

un peu ralenti ou n’a pas du tout été affecté ?  
NE PAS LIRE 
 
01 - Beaucoup ralenti   
02 - Un peu ralenti   
03 - Pas du tout affecté PASSER À Q6 
99 - NSP/NRP    

 
 
5. Diriez-vous que ce ralentissement s’est fait ressentir tout au long des heures de vote ou seulement pendant 

les périodes d’achalandage ? 
NE PAS LIRE 
 
01 - Tout le temps                   
02 - Heures d’achalandage     
99 - NSP/NRP                            
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SECTION 3 : DÉROULEMENT 
 
6. Au moment de s’identifier pour voter, diriez-vous que la réaction des électeurs face aux mesures 

d’identification a été généralement …? 
LIRE 

 
01 - Très favorable          
02 - Plutôt favorable        
03 - Plutôt défavorable    
04 - Très défavorable    

  NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP                    

 
 
7. De façon générale, les électeurs semblaient-ils très bien informés, plutôt bien informés, pas très bien 

informés ou pas du tout informés au sujet des nouvelles mesures d’identification et des pièces d’identité 
acceptées ? 

 NE PAS LIRE 
 

01 - Très bien informés                 
02 - Plutôt bien informés               
03 - Pas très bien informés           
04 - Pas du tout informés              
99 - NSP/NRP                                  

 
 

8. Vous est-il arrivé (…) d’avoir à répondre à un électeur mécontent des nouvelles mesures d’identification ?  
 LIRE 
 

01 - Souvent    
02 - Quelques fois   
03 - Jamais    
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 
9. Avez-vous personnellement rencontré des problèmes particuliers liés à la vérification de l’identité et de 

l’adresse résidentielle des électeurs ?  
 NE PAS LIRE 

 
01 - Oui   
02 - Non    PASSER À Q12 
99 - NSP/NRP    

 
 
10. Pouvez-vous me décrire brièvement le genre de problèmes ?  

NE PAS LIRE - SONDER POUR OBTENIR JUSQU’À 3 RÉPONSES  
  
 _______________ 
 
 
11. Avez-vous dû faire appel au directeur du scrutin [LIRE]  pour résoudre ces problèmes ? 

LIRE 
 
01 - Souvent  01  
02 - Quelques fois  02 
03 - Jamais   03 
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP  99 
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12. Selon vous, quelle a été la difficulté la plus souvent rencontrée par les électeurs au moment de s’identifier 
pour voter ?   
NE PAS LIRE 

 
01 - Aucune carte d’identité                                        
02 - Cartes d’identité non acceptées                          
03 - Pas de répondant pour prêter serment               
Autre (Préciser :_________________________________) 
99 - NSP/NRP                                                               

 
 

13. Est-ce que les représentants des candidats se sont impliqués dans le processus d’identification des 
électeurs ? 
NE PAS LIRE 
 
01 - Oui   
02 - Non   
99 - NSP/NRP  

 
 

14A.  SCRUTATEUR SEULEMENT (Q1B=2). LES AGENTS D’INFORMATION (Q1B=41) PASSER À LA Q14B.  
TOUS LES AUTRES, PASSER À LA Q15. 

 À combien d’électeurs avez-vous dû refuser un bulletin de vote parce qu’ils ne se conformaient pas aux 
nouvelles mesures d’identification ?   
SONDER SI NÉCESSAIRE : approximativement ? 
 
___________________  

 99 - NSP/NRP                     
 
 

14B. POSER LA QB AUX AGENTS D’INFORMATION SEULEMENT (VOIR Q1). LES AUTRES, PASSER À LA 
Q15. 
Environ combien d’électeurs n’avaient pas leurs pièces d’identité lorsqu’ils se sont présentés au bureau de 
scrutin ?  

 
 __________________  

 99 - NSP/NRP                     
 
 
POSER À TOUS 
15. Est-ce arrivé (…) qu’un électeur veuille s’identifier en utilisant sa carte d’information de l’électeur ?  
 LIRE 

 
01 - Souvent  
02 - Quelques fois  
03 - Jamais   
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP  
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SECTION 4 : FORMATION, CARTES DE BINGO ET FEUILLES DE COMPTAGE 
 
16. D’une manière générale, jusqu’à quel point considérez-vous que vous avez été bien formé et préparé pour la 

conduite de cette élection partielle ? Diriez-vous que vous avez été…  
      LIRE 
 

01 - Très bien formé       
02 - Plutôt bien               
03 - Pas très bien           
04 - Pas bien du tout      
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP                   

 
 
17. Jusqu’à quel point considérez-vous que vous avez été bien formé et bien préparé pour appliquer les 

nouvelles mesures d’identification des électeurs lors de cette élection ?  Diriez-vous que vous avez été… ?  
 

01 - Très bien formé       
02 - Plutôt bien               
03 - Pas très bien           
04 - Pas bien du tout      

 NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/NRP                  

 
 
18.  Si vous réfléchissez aux « cartes de bingo » qui sont utilisées pour tenir le compte des électeurs qui ont voté, 

diriez-vous que la formation que vous avez reçue vous a donné assez d’information sur la façon de les 
utiliser ?  

 
 SI ON LE DEMANDE, LIRE : La carte de bingo est le formulaire intitulé « Relevé des électeurs qui ont voté le 

jour du scrutin » qui est utilisé pour inscrire le numéro d’identification des électeurs qui se sont présentés au 
bureau de scrutin et qui est remis régulièrement aux représentants des candidats. 

 
NE PAS LIRE 
01 - Oui       
02 - Non              
NON SUGGÉRÉ 
98 - Pas tout à fait assez/presque/la plupart       
99 - NSP/NRP                   

  
 
19. Diriez-vous que les « cartes de bingo » ont été très faciles, plutôt faciles, plutôt difficiles ou très difficiles 

à utiliser ?   
 NE PAS LIRE 
 

01 - Très faciles   
02 - Plutôt faciles   
03 - Plutôt difficiles   
04 - Très difficiles   

 99 - NSP/NRP           
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20. Diriez-vous que la mise en application de ces formulaires a généralement très bien fonctionné, passablement 
bien fonctionné, pas très bien fonctionné ou pas bien fonctionné du tout ?   
NE PAS LIRE 

 
01 - Très bien                 
02 - Passablement bien  
03 - Pas très bien           
04 - Pas bien du tout      

     99 - NSP/NRP             
 
 

21. POSER SEULEMENT À CEUX QUI ONT TRAVAILLÉ LE JOUR DE L’ÉLECTION (Q1A=2 OU 3). LE 
PERSONNEL QUI A TRAVAILLÉ PENDANT LES JOURS DU VOTE PAR ANTICIPATION (Q1A=1) PASSER 
À LA Q22 
Le jour de l’élection, diriez-vous que les représentants des candidats ont généralement utilisé la « carte de 
bingo » ?  

 NE PAS LIRE 
 

01 - Oui       
02 - Non              
NON SUGGÉRÉ 
98 - Pas tout à fait /presque/la plupart       

 99 - NSP/NRP                   
 
 
22.  Dans quelle mesure les représentants des candidats ont-ils été satisfaits de la façon dont ces formulaires leur 

ont été présentés ? Ont-ils été… ? 
 LIRE 

 
01 - Très satisfaits   
02 - Plutôt satisfaits  
03 - Pas très satisfaits  
04 - Pas du tout satisfaits  
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 

23.  POSER AUX SCRUTATEURS ET AUX GREFFIERS DE SCRUTIN (Q1B=2 OU 3). LES AUTRES PASSER À 
LA SECTION 5 

 En pensant aux « comptes-rendus » que vous avez été invité à remplir pour enregistrer toutes les pièces 
d'identification qui ont été utilisées par les électeurs, diriez-vous que la formation que vous avez reçue vous a 
fourni assez d'information sur la façon dont ces rapports doivent être remplis ?  
NE PAS LIRE 

 
01 - Oui       
02 - Non              
NON SUGGÉRÉ 
98 - Pas tout à fait /presque/la plupart       
99 - NSP/NRP                   
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24.  POSER AUX SCRUTATEURS ET AUX GREFFIERS DE SCRUTIN (Q1B=2 OU 3). LES AUTRES PASSER 
À LA SECTION 5 
Le compte-rendu a-t-il été très facile, plutôt facile, plutôt difficile ou très difficile à remplir ?  
[AU BESOIN, RAPPELER AU RÉPONDANT : les comptes-rendus ont servi à inscrire toutes les pièces 
d'identification qui ont été utilisées par les électeurs.] 
NE PAS LIRE 

 
01 - Très facile   
02 - Plutôt facile   
03 - Plutôt difficile   
04 - Très difficile   
99 - NSP/NRP   

 
 
SECTION 5 : CARACTÉRISTIQUES SOCIODÉMOGRAPHIQUES 
 
 
Pour terminer, j’aimerais vous poser quelques questions sur vous-même. Vos réponses seront utilisées 
uniquement à des fins statistiques. Je vous rappelle que cette étude est entièrement confidentielle. 

 
25.  Dans laquelle des catégories d’âge suivantes vous situez-vous ? 
 LIRE 
 
 01 - Moins de 18 ans 

02 - 18 à 24 ans       
03 - 25 à 34 ans       
04 - 35 à 44 ans       
05 - 45 à 64 ans       
06 - 65 ans et plus       
NE PAS LIRE 
99 - NSP/PR       

 
 

26.  Pouvez-vous me dire quelle est votre origine ethnique ou culturelle ?   
NE PAS LIRE – SI ORIGINE MULTIPLE, DEMANDER LA PRINCIPALE, MAIS ACCEPTER LES 
MINORITÉS VISIBLES EN PRIORITÉ DEVANT LES « BLANCS » OU CAUCASIENS 

 
01 - Canadien 
02 - Anglais 
03 - Français 
04 - Chinois 
05 - Italien 
06 -Allemand 
07 - Écossais 
08 - Indien de l’Inde 
09 - Irlandais 
10 - Cri 
11 - Mi’kmaq (micmac) 
12 - Métis 
13 - Inuit (esquimau) 
14 - Ukrainien 
15 - Hollandais 
16 - Philippin 
17 - Polonais 
18 - Portugais 
19 - Juif 
20 - Grec 
21 - Jamaïcain 
22 - Vietnamien 
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23 - Haïtien 
24 - Libanais 
25 - Américain   
98 - Autres : _______ 
99 - Ne sait pas 

 
 
Ceci met fin à l’entrevue. Au nom d’Élections Canada je vous remercie du temps que vous m’avez accordé.  
Veuillez avoir l’assurance que les résultats de cette recherche ne serviront qu’à des fins statistiques et que tous 
les renseignements que vous avez fournis seront tenus confidentiels. 
 
 
INSCRIRE 
 
27.  Sexe   

 
01 - Homme    
02 - Femme    

 
28.  Langue d’entrevue 

 
01 - Anglais   
02 - Français   

 
 
29. Circonscription électorale 
   
 01 - Desnethé-Missinippi-Churchill River (SK)  
 02 - Toronto Centre (ON)     
 03 - Vancouver Quadra (CB)     
 04 - Willowdale (ON)      
 

 


